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The Fiber Society 2005 Fall Annual Meeting and Technical Conference
New Jersey Institute of Technology Conference Center
Monday, October 17, 2005
Time
7:45
8:45
9:00
9:15

Topic
Registration and Continental Breakfast
Welcome to Newark and NJIT, Professor Mike Jaffe, NJIT
Welcoming Remarks, Professor S. Kay Obendorf, President, the Fiber Society
Business and Announcements

9:30 Break
High Performance I. Session Chair: George Collins
10:00 HP1 Micromechanical Properties of Novel Organic Fibers, A. Leal, J. Deitzel,
W. Li and J.W. Gillespie, University of Delaware
10:30 HP2 High-performance fiber from pseudo-liquid crystalline copolymer
poly(ethylene terephthalate-co-4,4’bibenzoate)―fiber-spinning structure
and properties, Hongming Ma1, David Collard1, Satish Kumar and David A.
Schiraldi2, 1Georgia Institute of Technology, 2Case Western Reserve University
11:00 HP3 A New Process to Produce High-strength Cellulose Fiber, Roy M.
Broughton and Weijun Wang, Auburn University
11:30 HP4 Dissolution of Cellulose in Ethylene Diamine/Salt Solvent, Margaret Frey,
Min Xiao and Troy Gould, Cornell University
12:00 HP5 Transverse behaviors of polyamide 6.6 monofilaments, G. Stamoulis,
Ch. Wagner-Kocher and M. Renner, ENSITM, France

Fibers and Applications I. Session Chair: Kay Obendorf
10:00 FA1 Shaped Fibers and Their Applications, Alex Lobovsky, Advanced Fiber
Engineering
10:30 FA2 Production and properties of capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers,
Massimiliano Mignanelli, Kristofer Sinclair, Lisa Fuller, K.A. Stevens, Ken
Webb, Kenneth R. Marcus and Philip J. Brown, Clemson University
11:00 FA3 Capillary-channeled Polymer (C-CP) Fibers: A New Platform for Liquid
Chromatography Separations, R. Kenneth Marcus, Dwella M. Nelson,
Rayman D. Stanelle, Igor A. Luzinov and Philip J. Brown, Clemson
University
11:30 FA4 Torsional Behavior of Human Hair―Implications to Textile Fibers, Y.K.
Kamath and D. Harper, TRI
12:30

Lunch [Start of Poster Exhibits]
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Nanofiber 1. Session Chair: David Salem
1:30 N1 Fiber Formation by Electrospinning, Suresh L. Shenoy1, W. Douglas Bates2,
and Gary E. Wnek1, 1Case Western Reserve University, 2DuPont AFS Technical
2:00 N2 Effects of Molecular Weight and Solution Concentration on the Deposit
Pattern of the Electrospun PVA Nanofiber Web, Tae Jin Kang, Chung
Hee Park and Chan Oh Yang, Seoul National University, Korea
2:30

Break [Poster Exhibits]

3:00 N3 Investigation on Deposited PVA Nanofibers Fabricated by Needleless
Electrospinning, Xiao-hong Qin1, Shan-Yuan Wang1, Sandra Torres2 and David
Lukas2, 1Donghua University, Shanghai, China, 2Technial University of Liberec,
Czech Republic
3:30 N4 Modeling the Electrospinning Process, Y. Imura1, W.K. Lee1, H.L. LaNieve1,
G. Collins1, M. Jaffe1 and L. Catalani2, 1New Jersey Institute of Technology,
2
University of Sao Paulo, Brazil
4:00 N5 Superhydrophobic Textiles by Electrospinning, M. Ma, R.M. Hill, Y. Mao, M.
Gupta, K.K. Gleason and G.C. Rutledge, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
4:30 N6 Hydrogel Nanofiber and Membranes: Swelling and Liquid Absorption,
You-Lo Hsieh, University of California-Davis
Fibers and Applications II. Session Chair: Thomas Godfrey
1:30 FA5

Coating Kinetics of Fluoropolymer Processing Aids for Sharkskin
Elimination: The Role of Blend Morphology, David Bigio, Matt G. Mellon,
and Dave Morgan, University of Maryland
2:00 FA6 Fiber Non-uniformity and Its Effect on Fiber Mechanical Properties,
Xungai Wang, Deakin University, Geelong, Australia
2:30

Break [Poster Exhibits]

3:00 FA7 Effect of Over-Feed and Air Pressure on Properties of Blended Air
Textured Yarns by Diacetate and Polyester Filaments, Zhang Jing,
Zhang Zhilong and Wang Shanyuan, Donghua University, Shanghai, China
3:30 FA8 Melt-processable high-acrylonitrile copolymers: from chains to fibers,
S.R. Hutchinson, J.P. Hinestroza, A.E. Tonelli, and B.S. Gupta, North Carolina
State University
4:00 FA9 Hydrophilic Plasma Surface Modification of Textiles, M.M. Hossain and
Dirk Hegemann, Empa, St. Gallen, Switzerland
5:30 Depart by subway for Cooper-Hewitt N D Museum, 5th Avenue at 91st Street, NYC
6:15 Tour exhibit: Extreme Textiles: Designing for High Performance
Dine on your own in NYC or Newark
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The Fiber Society 2005 Fall Annual Meeting and Technical Conference
New Jersey Institute of Technology Conference Center
Tuesday, October 18, 2005
Time
8:00
9:00
9:10

Topic
Registration and Continental Breakfast
Plenary Lecture I. Session Chair: Mike Jaffe
The Development and Mechanical Properties of Carbon Nanotube Fibres
Professor Alan Windle, Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy, University
of Cambridge, UK

10:00 Break
Nanofiber II. Session Chair: Steve Warner
Draw-Twist-Spun Carbon Nanotube Yarns, S. Fang1, M. Zhang1, K. Atkinson2
and R. Baughman1, 1University of Texas-Dallas, 2CSIRO, Victoria, Australia
11:00 N8 Strong, Transparent Multifunctional Carbon Nanotubes Sheets, Mei
Zhang1, Shaoli Fang1, Anvar A. Zakhidov1, Sergey B. Lee1, Ali E. Aliev1,
Christopher D. Williams1, Ken R. Atkinson2 and Ray H. Baughman, 1University
of Texas-Dallas, 2CSIRO, Victoria, Australia
11:30 N9 Direct facile synthesis of 6-azido-6-deoxycellulose as a route to
bonding cellulose microfibrils in nanocomposites, Darren A. Baker2,
Delilah F. Wood1, Michael S. Ellison1 and William J. Orts1, 1Clemson University,
2
USDA, Western Regional Research Center
10:30 N7

Biology and Medicine I. Session Chair: Joseph Hotter
10:30 B1 Polymer Substrate for Recombinant Protein Purification and Environmental
Remediation, Darren A. Baker1, Albert Abbot1, Michael S. Ellison2 and Gary C.
Lickfield2, 1USDA, Western Regional Research Center, 2Clemson University
11:00 B2 Design and development of a mechanically compatible non-woven PP fibres
vascular scaffold, M. Jouan1,3, M.N. Bureau2, A. Ajji2, M.A. Huneault2 and
D. Mantovani1,3, 1Laval University, Quebec, Canada, 2NRC, Canada, 3St. François d’
Assise Hospital, Quebec, Canada
11:30 B3 Processing and characterization of iron-phosphate glass fibres for
polycaprolactone based biomedical composites, R.A. Khan, A.J. Parsons,
S. Cozien-Cazuc, I.A. Jones, G.S. Walker and C.D. Rudd, University of
of Nottingham, UK
12:00 B4 Drug Release and Antimicrobial Studies on Chitosan Coated Cotton Yarns
O.L. Shanmugasundaram1, V.R. Giri Dev1, R. Neelekandan1, M. Madhusoothanan1
and G. Suseela Rajkumar2, 1Anna University, Chennai, India, 2Central Leather
Research Institute, Chennai, India
12:30

Lunch
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1:30

The Future of Fiber Research—A Panel Discussion
Moderator: Subhash K. Batra, North Carolina State University
Panelists: Jaffe, Kamath, Knoff, Pan, and others

2:45

Break
Biology and Medicine II. Session Chair: Mike Ellison

3:00 B5 Biotransformations in Polyamide Fibers, Carla Silva and Artur Cavaco-Paulo,
University of Minho, Portugal
3:30 B6 New directions in enzymatic processing of fibers, Artur Cavaco-Paulo,
University of Minho, Portugal
4:00 B7 Fibrous Cytostructural Invadopodia: Tumorigenesis: Mathematical Modeling
and Computer Simulation, William W. Roberts, Jr.1, George T. Gillies1, Helen L.
Fillmore2 and Ioannis Chasiotis3, 1University of Virginia, 2Virginia Commonwealth
University, 3University of Illinois
4:30 B8 Fibrous Collagen Material: Leather Treated with Tocopherol, Cheng-Kung
Liu, Eastern Regional Research Center, ARS, USDA

High Performance II. Session Chair: Phil Gibson
3:00 HP6 Fibers with Nanoparticulate Carbon, Prabir K. Patra, Steven B. Warner,
Yong K. Kim, Shamal Mhetre and Ceyhan Celik, University of MassachusettsDartmouth
3:30 HP7 Spider Dragline Silk―A High-Performance Biological Material: A New Level
of Structure Investigation, Xiaojun He and Michael S. Ellison, Clemson University
4:00 HP8 Microtacticity and Related Problems of Poly(acrylonitrile) in Relation to
the Production of Superior Carbon Fiber, Masatomo Minagawa1, Tomochika
Matsuyama2 and Nobuhiro Stoh2, 1Yamagata University, Yonezawa, Japan,
2
Kyoto University, Kumatori, Japan
5:00 Annual Meeting of the Fiber Society
6:00 Completion of Poster Session
6:30 Reception and Conference Banquet
Ballroom Dancing and Lessons
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The Fiber Society 2005 Fall Annual Meeting and Technical Conference
New Jersey Institute of Technology Conference Center
Wednesday October 19, 2005
Time
7:30
8:10
8:15

Topic
Registration and Continental Breakfast
Plenary Lecture II. Session Chair: Mike Jaffe
Critical Factors in the Discovery and Development of New Fibers
Professor James Economy, Department of Material Science, University of Illinois
Biology and Medicine III. Session Chair, Y.K. Kamath

9:00 B9

Production of an electrically conductive tissue scaffold via electrospinning,
Seth McCullen, Russell Gorga and Wendy Krause, North Carolina State
University
9:30 B10 Electrospun Bicomponent Fibers for Soft Tissue Engineering, A.K. Moghe,
J.M. Gluck, B.S. Gupta and M.W. King, North Carolina State University
10:00 B11 Electrospun nanofiber-based biosensors, Dapeng Li, Margaret W. Frey and
Antje J. Baeumner, Cornell University
10:30

Break
High Performance III. Session Chair: Richard Gregory

11:00 HP9 Symposium: Applications of Electroactive and Photonic Polymers to Textile
Materials―Current State of the Art, Richard Gregory, Old Dominion University
11:30 HP10 Intelligence in Textiles: A Presentation on the Global Interactive Advanced
Fiber Research Effort, Michael Ellison, Clemson University

Fibers and Applications III. Session Chair, Bill Haile
9:00 FA10 Surface Characterization based on modal analysis of a tribometer
“blade-disk,” Cyril Marsiquet, Stéphane Fontaine, and Mark Renner,
ENSITM, France
9:30 FA11 Influence of Fabric Structural Characterization on Hygroscopic
Expansion, M.L. Carvalho1, R.A.L. Miguel1, J.M. Lucas1, A.M. Manich2 and
N.J.S. Silva1, 1University of Beira Interior, Portugal, 2Consejo Suiperior de
Investigaciones Cientificas, Barcelona, Spain
10:00 FA12 Surface Modification of Microporous Polyurethane Membrane with
Poly(ethylene glycol) to Develop a New Membrane, Kuitian Tan and S. Kay
Obendorf, Cornell University
10:30

Break
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11:00 FA13 Effect of Fabric Geometry on Electrical Conductivity of the Fabrics,
A. Chellapandi, V.R.Giri Dev, R. Neelakandan and M. Madhusoothanan, Anna
University, Chennai, India
11:30 FA14 Dynamic clothing thermal insulation and moisture vapour resistance
under body motion and environmental conditions, Jintu Fan and Xiaoming
Qian, Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong
12:00 FA15 A smart sensor for induced stresses measurement in automotive textiles,
Emilie Dréan, Laurence Schacher, François Bauer and Dominique Adolphe,
ENSITM, France
12:30 FA16 Benzyl-Celluloses and Cottons Blended with Azide-Alkyne 3+2
Cycloaddition Polymers and Epoxy Monomers, SeChin Chang1, Navzer
D. Sachinvala1, Nicolette Prevost1 and William Jarrett2, 1USDA, Southern
Regional Research Center, 2University of Southern Mississippi
1:00 Adjourn

******************************************************************************

Posters
POS1

Considerations of Rope Design in Fire Fighting Rescue Applications
Michael Daughters, Danielle Stenvers and Rafael Chou
Samson Rope

POS2

Electospinning of Quatum Dot Nanocomposite Fibers
Heejae Yang, Hui Li, Wei-Heng Shih and Frank Ko
Drexel University

POS3

2-D Fluid Dynamics in Yarn Package Dyeing
Dong Joo Lee, Jong Hoon Kim, Sung Chul Yi and Sung Hoon Jeong
Hanyang University, Seoul, Korea

POS4

A Method to Measure Multiple Mechanical Properties Through One Single
Testing In Situ for Textile Materials
Zhaoqun Du, Donghua University, Shanghai, China
Weidong Yu, Donghua University, Wuhan University, Wuhan, China

POS5

Water-Repellent Treatment on Military Uniform Fabrics
Phil Gibson, AMSRD-NSC-SS-MS, U.S. Army Soldier Systems Center

POS6

Fiber processing and characterization of biodegradble polyarylates
Seung-uk Yoo, Michael Jaffe and Joseph J. Rafalko
New Jersey Institute of Technology
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POS7

Testing the Tissue-holding Capacity of Barbed Structures
Nilesh Ingle and Martin King, North Carolina State University

POS8

Carbon Nanotube Reinforced Recombinant Spider Silk
Yue-Huang and Costas Karatzas, Nexia Biotechnologies, Quebec, Canada
Milind Gandhi, Jonathan Ayutsede and Frank K. Ko, Drexel University

POS9

Fiber Image Analysis System (FIAS)
Bugao Xu, University of Texas at Austin

POS10 Eco-friendly Durable Press Finishing for Silk and Their Characteristics
Jong Hoon Kim, Soon Shul Kwon and Sung Hoon Jeong
Hanyang University, Seoul, Korea
POS11 Synthesis and Hydrophilicities of Poly(trimethylene 2,6-napththalate) /
Poly(ethylene glycol) Copolymers
Jun Sik Son, Cheol Soo Yoon, Se Hee Kim and Dong Sun Ji
Dankook University, Seoul, Korea
POS12 Synthesis and Water Vapor Transmission of Poly(butylene 2,6-naphthalate) / Poly
(ethylene glycol) Copolymers
Jun Sik Son, Chang Soon Hwang, Hyun Do Nam and Kee Jong Yoon
Dankook University, Seoul, Korea
POS13 Preparation and characterization of polymer/sulfide composite fibers
Xiaofeng Lu and Ce Wang, Alan G. MacDiarmid Institute, Jilin University, China
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High-performance fiber from pseudo-liquid crystalline copolymer
poly(ethylene terephthalate –co- 4, 4’ bibenzoate)―fiber-spinning structure
and properties
Hongming Maaa, David Collarda, Satish Kumarb and David A. Schiraldic
Thermal, rheological and fiber spinning behavior of poly(ethylene terephthalate –co4,4’ bibenzoate) random copolymers containing 5-65% bibenzoate (BB) units have been studied.
Randomness of the polymer was confirmed by 13C NMR spectroscopy. Incorporation of BB into
copolymers of PET resulted in an increase in glass transition temperature from 80 to 110 °C for
PETBB65. PET/BB copolymers crystallized across the entire composition range, especially
upon orientation and annealing. The melting points were depressed at low BB concentrations
but increased, as expected, at high BB concentrations. Although no evidence of liquid
crystallinity was observed in these copolymers based on thermal, optical, and rheological
studies, PET/BB copolymers with 45, 55, and 65 mol % of bibenzoate comonomer (PET/BB45,
-55, and -65, respectively) exhibited liquid crystalline polymer-like behaviors during melt
spinning. The fibers obtained from these polymers at low take-up speeds (i.e., a few hundred
m/min) exhibit maximum achievable orientation and have modulus values in the range 35-45
GPa, approaching the value for thermotropic liquid crystalline copolyester Vectra (a copolyester
of 1-hydroxy-4-benzoic acid and 2-hydroxy-6-naphthoic acid, HNA/HBA 75/25). On the other
hand, fibers of PET and PET/BB5, -15, and -35 obtained under the same conditions are
amorphous and unoriented, and drawing at 110-125 °C must be applied to achieve high levels of
orientation. Even then, the moduli of the second group of fibers are around 10 GPa. Fibers of
PET/BB45, -55, and -65 also have much better retention of modulus at elevated temperatures
than fibers of PET and copolyesters with low BB content. The glass transition was fully
suppressed in highly oriented and crystalline PETBB55 fibers.
Given the strong influence of BB unit on the fiber properties, the crystal structure in
random copolymers poly(ethylene terephthalate-co-4,4’-bibenzoate) (PET/BB) was studied
using wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD). The composition of crystalline and amorphous
regions has been studied by FTIR spectroscopy using the amorphous peaks at 1580 and 1560
cm-1 for terephthalate (T) and bibenzoate (B) units, respectively. Further, PET/BB55 was
hydrolyzed to selectively etch the amorphous regions. The hydrolyzed products were further
studied by FTIR and 1H NMR spectroscopy, wide-angle X-ray diffraction, and transmission
electron microscopy. Results show that crystal structures are very close to that of the respective
homopolymer, PET and poly(ethylene bibenzoate) (PEBB) for the low and high BB content
samples, respectively. The crystalline region of high BB content fibers is composed of mainly
PEBB units. In PET/BB55 fiber, among the 30 wt % of the copolymer which was not etched,
there is only one terephthalate unit for every five repeat units of bibenzoate. The crystal size of
B type crystals along the c axis was found to be around five repeat units long. Short chain
segments rich in BB are sufficient to induce crystallization, to form PEBB-like crystals.

a

School of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta GA30332
a: Current address: The Dow Chemical Company, Midland MI 48674
b
School of Textile and Fiber Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta GA30332
c
Macromolecular Science and Engineering, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH 44106
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Orientation of poly(ethylene terephthalate–co-4,4’-bibenzoate) PET/BBx fibers
(PET/BBx represents PET/BB copolymer containing x mol % of 4,4’-bibenzoate) were studied
by using wide angle X-ray diffraction and FTIR spectroscopy. When drawn to their respective
maximum draw ratios, high bibenzoate (BB) content fibers, PET/BB45, 55 and 65 fibers were
more extended and better oriented than the PET and low BB content, PET/BB35, PET/BB15,
fibers. While the orientation factor of the crystalline regions, fc , were all very high (0.95~0.98)
in both groups of the fibers, the amorphous regions of the high BB content fibers has
significantly higher orientation factor values fa (~ 0.8) than that of the PET and low BB content
fibers (fa ~ 0.4). Moreover, chains were more extended in high BB content fibers, 85% of the
ethylene glycol (EG) units in the amorphous regions of the high BB content fibers were in the
trans conformation whereas only 65% EG were in trans conformation in the amorphous regions
of PET and low BB content fibers.
The difference in the structures i.e. the crystal structure, crystal orientation, chain
orientation and extension contributed to higher mechanical properties observed in high BB
content fibers.
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A New Process to Produce High-strength Cellulose Fiber
Roy M. Broughton and Weijun Wang
Department of Textile Engineering, Auburn University, Auburn, AL 36849
A cellulose gel has been extruded in a convergent spinnerette to produce relatively high
molecular orientation in the regenerated fibers. The process includes polymer chain
disentanglement; relatively pure elongational flow, and strain induced orientation in the
capillary that is facilitated in a convergent spinneret by lubricants at the capillary wall. High
tensile strength and high modulus fibers might be anticipated from this method. The preferred
geometry for this extrusion process includes two layers in the spinneret: a lower viscosity sheath
and high viscosity core (gel in this case). We were hopeful that when optimized, the process
would produce and economical high performance cellulose fibers and that the technology might
also be useful with other polymers.
The general approach of using a convergent die has received considerable attention because
of the chain-ordering capability of the die entry region (Crater and Cuculo, 1983). This
capability is a result of the elongational strain component associated with converging flow fields
that tends to stretch and align polymer chains. Other studies show that the longitudinal velocity
gradients in a flowing system have a powerful, molecular weight dependent orienting influence
on macromolecules (Frank, 1971). The importance of purely extension flow for the achievement
of large extensions in polymer chains has been pointed out by Ziabicki (1959) and Peterlin
(1966).
A high viscosity material, such as a polymer gel, is caused to flow at a controlled constant
strain rate in a hyperbolic or "semi-hyperbolic" capillary. If a lubrication layer is added between
the viscous core and the capillary surface, purely elongational flow can be maintained at a
steady-state, controlled, constant elongational strain rate (Collier, 1994).
According to Collier (1994), a convergent profile die with lubricant can produce the pure
elongational flow and the purely elongational flow can effect the extension of molecular chains
(Ziabicki, 1959 and Peterlin,1966) better than shear flow which has a rotational component.. In
this research work, a convergent die has been constructed and used to produce the cellulose
fiber.
The elongational strain rate inside the spinneret can be calculated using the following
equation (Petrovan, 2001):
V0
(exp εh – 1)
L
where εh, the Hencky strain is defined as

ε=

εh = ln (

Aen
)
Aex

[1]

[2]
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where Aen is the entrance area.;
Aex is the exit area;
L is the centerline length;
and V0, the initial velocity at the capillary entrance.
As we can see from equation [1] and [2], only the initial velocity affects the elogational
strain rate. However, the temperature, the concentration of cellulose solution, and the molecular
weigh of cellulose or degree of polymerization (DP) also affect the orientation factor. The
equation derived by Ziabicki (1976) well describe what the factors affect the orientation factor.
The orientation factor, f(t), is calculated in Equation [3]
f (t) = fst(τ q*) + (f0 – fst)exp(-λt/ τ)

[3]

where: fst denotes steady-state value of the orientation factor;
f0 is its initial value,
q* is the parallel velocity gradient,
τ is the relaxation time(s) of the fluid,
λ denotes eigenvalue, and
t is time.
A schematic plot of the orientation factor vs. time at constant values of τ and q* is shown in Fig.
4-1, f(t) gradually increases approaching asymptotically the steady state value, and after
switching off the flow (q* = 0), gradually relaxes to zero.

Fig. 1, Time-dependence of orientation factor. a, orientation; b, disorientation
(Ziabicki,1976).
Therefore, we have focused on the effects of the parameters of the residence time inside
spinneret (control extrusion rate), temperature, molecular weight (DP), and the concentrations of
cellulose solutions on the orientation factor or fiber properties. The Table 1 shows the best
results what we got from our experiments. We can conclude that gel-spinning in a lubricated
convergent spinneret holds promise for developing high strength and high modulus cellulose
fibers.
Key words: cellulose, gel-spinning, lubricated convergent spinneret, relaxation time, orientation
factor.
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Dissolution of Cellulose in Ethylene Diamine/Salt Solvent
Margaret Frey*, Min Xiao*, Troy Gould+
*Department of Textiles and Apparel, Cornell University
Cornell Center for Materials Research REU Program, 2005.

+

Cellulose can be dissolved rapidly in ethylenediamine/salt solutions. Ethylenediamine
(ED) has long been known to swell, but not dissolve cellulose. When salts such as Potassium
thiocyanate (KSCN), Potassium Iodide (KI) or Sodium thiocyanate (NaI) are dissolved in the
ED at significant concentrations, however, rapid dissolution of cellulose is possible.
Dissolution is rapid and accompanied by significant heat generation. Use of similar salts such
as sodium iodide (NaI) or ammonium thiocyanate (NH4SCN) do not result in dissolution.
Initial work followed the dissolution method used in the analogous cellulose/ammonia
(NH3)/NH4SCN system. Ingredients were mixed together at the desired composition levels
followed by freeze/thaw cycling to achieve complete dissolution. Solutions prepared in this
manner were frequently non-uniform and the process took several days to achieve consistent
results. FTIR and thermal analysis experiments did not confirm the importance of freeze thaw
cycling to the dissolution process. Instead, mixing and a competitive kinetics between
dispersing the system components evenly via mixing and dissolution were identified as critical
parameters in achieving uniform and consistent cellulose solutions.
To study the dissolution process including the effects of shear, molecular weight and salt
content, a series of steady shear rheology and FTIR experiments were conducted. Ingredients
were mixed and loaded into a TA Instruments AR-2000 rheometer at 5oC and warmed to 15oC
under steady shear. Changes in the viscosity of the system as it changed from a suspension to a
solution were used to monitor the dissolution process. Resulting solutions were transferred to
the rheometer to the polarized light microscope to confirm complete dissolution of salt and
cellulose and to identify presence of liquid crystalline phases in the system. Rheological results
confirmed that dissolution only occurred when select salts were used. Increasing cellulose
content and cellulose molecular weight increased the amount of heat generated by the system
during dissolution. This heat generation increased the rate of dissolution. Solution viscosity
was greater than suspension viscosity and increased with increasing cellulose concentration and
molecular weight. Samples mixed in the rheometer at higher shear rates achieved steady state
more rapidly than samples mixed at lower shear rates.
FTIR spectra were measured for individual components of the system, suspensions of
cellulose in ED with and without salt and cellulose/ED/salt solutions. FTIR studies confirmed
changing hydrogen bonding patterns between cellulose, ED and salts as the system changed
from a suspension to a solution. Differences in bonding patterns between salts that lead to
dissolution and salts that do not lead to dissolution were not identified and will be investigated
further via NMR methods.
In this new solvent system based on ED and salt, dissolution is extremely rapid. The
time required to achieve complete dissolution is only limited by the ability of the researcher to
measure and mix the ingredients. Flowing solutions and gel phases have been confirmed via
rheological experiments. Liquid crystalline phases have been identified by polarized light
microscopy.
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Transverse behaviours of polyamide 6.6 monofilaments
G. STAMOULIS, Ch. WAGNER-KOCHER and M. RENNER
Laboratoire de Mécanique et Physique Textile (LPMT) - FRE CNRS 2636
Université de Haute Alsace - Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Industries Textiles de Mulhouse
11 rue Alfred Werner, 68093 MULHOUSE Cedex, FRANCE

Key words: Transverse behaviour, monofilament, Young’s modulus, Viscoelastoplastic
In this study, we analyze experimental results concerning the transverse mechanical properties of
polyamide 6.6 monofilaments. Three diameters were tested: 120, 230 and 400µm. The monofilaments
were compressed across their diameter at 7 different speeds, varying form 1 to 5000µm/min, until a
maximum force of 2000N. We observed the evolutions: of the linear force as a function of the
displacement at all speeds and of the contact width as a function of the linear force at speeds varying
from 1 to 1000µm/min. The results show that as the speed increases, more energy is needed to
transversely compress the monofilament. The curves representing the evolution of the contact width as a
function of the linear force are in descending order as the speed increases. This happens in the plastic
region as long as the phenomenon is well stabilised and indicates a viscoelastoplastic behaviour of this
type of monofilaments in the transverse direction. This strong viscosity has also clearly appeared by
means of transverse relaxation tests. The transverse Young’s modulus (ET) seems to be more than 10
times inferior to the longitudinal one (EL), showing (as expected) a high anisotropy of this type of
monofilaments. In addition, the smallest monofilament has a higher ET at all compression speeds. This
indicates that, in the transverse direction, polyamide monofilaments become stiffer as the diameter
decreases. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) photos of compressed monofilaments showed no
visible cracks or damage on their surface. This means that, in the transverse direction, fracture takes
place inside the core of the monofilament.
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SHAPED FIBERS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
Alex Lobovsky
Advanced Fiber Engineering, LLC, 8 Floral Ct, Westfield, NJ 07090
E-mail: alobovsky@afiber.com
Polymeric fibers have been made in various cross-sections in order to enhance their properties
and performance. The desired properties may range from stiffness, luster, and dirt hiding
capabilities in the case of carpets and textiles, to attraction and retention of dust in filtering
applications, to increase in surface area and permeability for hollow fiber membranes.
Modern spinneret capillary manufacturing technology such as EDM (Electrical Discharge
Machining) allows quick and inexpensive fabrication of elaborate capillaries shapes, thus giving
us an ability to test and verify hundreds of capillary designs.
As a result testing of over 400 capillary designs and studying polymer flow effects in capillaries
we have developed technology to produce practically any fiber shape.
In addition a number of various product prototypes were fabricated with the melt spun shaped
fibers that verified fiber shape efficacies and improved product performance.
Combining fiber shape technology with multi-component fiber spinning offers even greater
opportunities for new products with unique properties.
Lately new discoveries made in the field of nano-technology and bio-genesis pose a new
challenge of handling and orienting substances on the scale of 10-9 to 10-6 m.
The shaped fibers with their micron sized geometric features and variety of materials present a
flexible and inexpensive solution.
This presentation gives dozens of examples of fiber shapes and discusses their potential
applications.
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Production and properties of capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers
Authors: Massimiliano Mignanelli1, Kristofer Sinclair1, Lisa Fuller1, K A Stevens2, Ken Webb3, Kenneth
R Marcus4 and Philip J Brown1
1

School of Materials Science and Engineering Clemson University South Carolina USA
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3
Department of Bioengineering, Clemson University, South Carolina USA
4
Department of Chemistry, Clemson University, South Carolina USA
2

The production and characterization of capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers (for a
number of technical applications) are being investigated at Clemson University. The main
characteristic of the fiber production process is the fact that the as spun fiber maintains the preformed shape from the spinneret through the drawing and winding stage. The primary
qualification here is that the polymer must be amenable to a melt spinning process and in order
for a polymer to be melt spinnable the melt must be sufficiently stable over a broad temperature
range. In a semi-crystalline polymer, such as PET, the processing range extends from the
melting transition (Tm) to the degradation temperature. For glassy polymers, like polysulphone,
which cannot crystallize the processing range will extend from above the glass transition
temperature (Tg) to the thermal stability limit. Thus many polymers and copolymers
combinations are available that can be melt spun into C-CP fibers. In addition to the surface
chemistry, affected by the base polymer, there is a wealth of fiber post-processing that can be
employed to generate more specific surface characteristics. The actual channel design can vary
in size and shape. Capillary-channeled polymer fibers initially had predicted uses in general
textile applications, i.e., the high volume low cost markets where the primary use was in liquid
transport applications, such as towels, disposable diapers, feminine hygiene products as well as
“stay dry” fabrics in athletic wear. Nevertheless other advanced applications can be introduced
to exploit the specific innate fiber characteristics. Due to the inherent structural packing
behavior of such fibers in columns or pipes capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers present a
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novel platform for chemical separations from the micro to preparative scales. Polymer
substrates can be chosen explicitly for, or tailored to, the type of separation. Thus the potential
of C-CP fibers is now realized not as an “advanced towel” but as highly efficient fluid transport
materials that offer real advantages in chemical and biological separations. The characteristic
but “tunable” shape also provides substrates that can be used and as novel tissue engineering
scaffolds for bioengineering. In the realm of medicine, the capillary channeled fibers appear to
have seemingly endless applications. The unique fiber geometry is of great potential to serve as
substrates for skin grafts, and ligament replacement. Currently, research is being conducted at
Clemson University to explore the possibilities of capillary channeled polymer fibers serving as
long term artificial ligament replacements. Existing “scaffolds” used for the creation of threedimensional cell culture models and tissue engineering replacements primarily consist of
polymer sponges and hydrogels. While these materials support cell adhesion, growth and
differentiation, their random pore structure provides little guidance for directing the formation
of structurally organized tissues such as tendon, ligament, and skeletal muscle. With the
capillary channel fiber spinning technology we are finding ways to create polymer fibers with
oriented surface architecture that will provide a template for organization of various cell types
and subsequently physiological alignment of their secreted extracellular matrix. The fiber
surface channels induce the alignment of fibroblast cells and this could ultimately yield
organized collagen production. With the realization of organized collagen production, it is quite
possible that the prosthesis could last the lifetime of its recipient.
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Capillary-Channeled Polymer (C-CP) Fibers: A New Platform for Liquid
Chromatography Separations
R. Kenneth Marcus,1 Dwella M. Nelson,1 Rayman D. Stanelle,1 Igor A. Luzinov,2 and Philip J.
Brown2
1

Department of Chemistry, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29634-0973, USA
marcusr@clemson.edu
2
School of Material Science and Engineering, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 297634
One of the most crucial fields of analytical chemistry is separation science. Separation science (or
chromatography) involves the tools used to differentiate the components in a complex mixture so
that they may individually be identified and quantified. A practical example in the area of fiber
science would be the determination of primary components and contaminants in a polymer blend.
There continues to be interest in the development of new chromatographic stationary phases having
unique properties or perhaps other practical advantages, particularly in the realm of complex
biological fluid analysis. Over the last 30 years, the concept of using polymer fibers as stationary
phases has been investigated as a versatile approach to performing chemical separations. Primary
limitations to this point have been the relatively low surface area of conventional fibers and poor
fluid dynamics. This laboratory has begun the evaluation of a new stationary phase format based
on polymer fibers that have extraordinarily wicking action and relatively high surface areas
incomparison to traditional circular cross-section fibers. These capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP)
fibers are nominally 25-60 micrometers in diameter, with eight capillary channels running on their
periphery as shown in Fig. 1. Mounting of up to 20,000 fibers lengthwise in conventional column
formats yields columns that operate with appreciably less (~70%) backpressure than commercial
packed columns [1,2].

Figure 1. Scanning electron
micrograph of a polyester C-CP
fiber.

In this presentation, we describe use of polypropylene, polyester, and nylon C-CP fibers in
reversed-phase (hydrophobic surface) separations. Each of these base polymers provides a
different chemical surface to affect retention. Particular attention is given to the separation of
biomolecules such as proteins, peptides, and nucleic acids. Figure 2 presents a typical protein
separation taking place on a standard format column, though with a PET C-CP fiber stationary
phase. A detailed comparison with commercial C4-derivatized silica particle columns for
protein separations suggests a number of potential advantages including the ability to operate at
very high mobile phase flow rates (~ 8 mL/min) to achieve enhance performance. Microbore
columns of 1.0 m length have also been readily applied. Figure 3 depicts the ultimate in the use
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of the C-CP fibers to affect chemical separations. Shown here is the separation of two food
coloring dyes that have been deposited at the end of a single 65 μm diameter PET C-CP fiber.
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Figure 3. Separation of dyes (FD&C red 40 and FD&C blue 1) on a single PET fiber via
wicking action. Mixture placed at fiber end through a series of drops totaling 200 μL to
permit visual observation of the separation.

In addition to the greatly reduced pumping requirements, advantages are seen in terms of the
material cost, availability of a wide variety of stationary phase chemistries (i.e., polymer types),
and the ability to readily derivatize the fiber surfaces. It is envisioned that the C-CP fibers may
hold promise in other areas of chemical separation, including solid phase extraction and prepscale separations as well.

[1] R. K. Marcus, W. C. Davis, B. Knippel, L. LaMotte, T. A. Hill, D. Perahia, and J. D.
Jenkins, J. Chromat. A 986, 17 (2003).
[2] R. K. Marcus, D. M. Nelson, R. D. Stanelle, and P. Brown, “Capillary-Channeled Polymer
(C-CP) Fibers: A Novel Platform for Liquid-Phase Separations,” Am. Lab. 37 (13), 28-32,
2005.
[3] D. M. Nelson and R. K. Marcus, Protein Pept. Letts., in press.
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Torsional Behavior of Human Hair- Implications to Textile Fibers
Y. K. Kamath and D. Harper
TRI/Princeton, Princeton, NJ 08542
Human hair is a core-sheath type of bicomponent fiber. Histologically, undamaged hair
constitutes a cortex surrounded by 8-10 layers of cuticle cells. Cortex consists of spindle shaped
cells held together by cell membrane complexes (CMCs). For aesthetic reasons human hair is
treated with various chemical compounds incorporated in cosmetic formulations. Some of them
are claimed to increase the strength of hair, which is rarely observed. On the other hand, some
of these compounds are capable of diffusing into the fiber and affect the fiber properties
significantly. Compounds which are not capable of diffusing into the fiber deposit only on the
surface and have very little effect on the properties of the fiber. Tensile mechanical properties
cannot distinguish between the surface and the bulk effects. Torsional properties, on the other
hand, are more likely to distinguish between the surface and the bulk effects. The reason for
this is that the strain in torsional deformation is the maximum at the surface and decreases
towards the center of the fiber. In this work we have investigated the torsional mechanical
properties of hair and its relevance to fiber cross-sectional geometry and the effects of cosmetic
ingredients in altering these properties.
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Fiber Formation by Electrospinning
Suresh L. Shenoy*, W. Douglas Bates§ and Gary E. Wnek*
* Chemical Engineering, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH 44106
§

Dupont AFS Technical, Richmond, VA 23261

Mechanisms leading to fiber formation in electrospinning will be reviewed and compared to
traditional dry spinning. In both processes, for fiber formation to occur, jet stabilization just
long enough for solidification to occur is essential before the onset of capillary wave breakup.
Additionally, in both cases, the stabilization mechanism appears to be directly related to
increase in solution elasticity. Various scenarios which lead to an increase of solution elasticity
will be discussed by considering specific examples. In particular the following cases are
considered: in good solvents, in solutions where physical gelation or phase separation is a
possibility, and finally in the presence of strong polymer-polymer interactions such as hydrogen
bonding.
We show that in good solvents, in the absence of polymer-polymer interactions, the
presence of chain entanglements above a threshold number may provide sufficient jet
stabilization for fiber formation to occur. Using results from polymer solution rheology, this
threshold is determined to be > 1 entanglement for incipient fiber formation and ≥ 2.5
entanglements per chain respectively for complete fiber formation. The applicability of this
approach is broad since a wide range of systems was tested including those involving strong
polymer-solvent hydrogen bonding (PEO/water and PVP/ethanol). A major advantage of this
approach is that a priori prediction of the φ/Mw space corresponding to fiber formation is
possible since the only required parameter is the entanglement molecular weight, Me.
In solutions capable of gelation (in good solvents), physical or thermoreversible
junctions in conjunction with chain entanglements facilitate jet stabilization and thereby fiber
formation (e.g. PVC/THF). Not surprisingly, the presence of thermoreversible junctions lowers
the threshold polymer concentrations necessary for fiber formation. As solvent quality decreases
(e.g. PVC/morpholine), the number of thermoreversible junctions at a given polymer
concentration increases thereby providing additional stabilization. Again using Me, it may be
possible to a priori predict the φ/Mw space corresponding to fiber formation as a function of
solvent quality.
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Phase separation also appears to facilitate jet stabilization upon evaporation of the
volatile component (generally good solvent, e.g. cellulose acetate/acetone/water). An interesting
phenomenon is cosolvency, i.e. nonsolvents acting as solvents when mixed in a certain
proportion. Cosolvency seems to promote fiber formation at lower polymer concentrations (e.g.
EVOH/2-propanol/water or PS/cyclohexane/acetone) on evaporation of the volatile component.
Finally, the presence of strong specific interactions lowers the polymer concentration
corresponding to fiber formation if the interactions are predominantly interchain (e.g.
PVPh/THF).
Finally in contrast to dry spinning, increasing solution conductivity can prevent jet
breakup in electrospinning due to screening of electrostatic charges. Thus addition of salt
facilitates fiber formation at lower concentrations (e.g. PLLA/MC/pyridinium formate).
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Effects of Molecular Weight and Solution Concentration
on the Deposit Pattern of the Electrospun PVA Nanofiber Web
Tae Jin Kang, Chung Hee Park*, Chan Oh Yang
School of Materials Science & Engineering, Seoul National University, Seoul 151-742, Korea
*
Department of Clothing Textile, Seoul National University, Seoul 151-742, Korea
Corresponding author. tel: +822-880-7197; fax: +822-885-1748
E-mail address: yang1@snu.ac.kr

Electrospinning is an efficient technique for the fabrication of polymer nanofibers. Most of
the electrospun nanofibers are obtained in the form of web as shown in Fig.1, which shows a
schematic diagram of electrospinning process. Polymer solution ejected from the tip of the
Taylor cone is transformed into the electrically charged jets.
The deposit pattern of the electrospun nanofiber web depends on splaying and looping of the
solution jets during electrospinning process. Furthermore, splaying and looping are affected by
polymer solution concentration and molecular weight of polymer. The more viscous polymer
solution is, the more splaying dominates.
To understand the correlations between the electrospinning parameters and the deposit
patterns of the electrospun nanofiber web, nanofiber webs were prepared with various
PVA/water solution systems. Nanofiber webs were fabricated by changing molecular weight
and solution concentration and their SEM images(Fig.2) were obtained to estimate diameters of
the electrospun nanofibers and their distribution through the web. As the solution concentration
and molecular weight increased, the average diameter of the electrospun nanofiber web and the
range of their distribution increased due to the high viscosity which prevents looping of the
solution jets. Fig.3 shows the deposit patterns of the electrospun PVA nanofibers.

Key words : nanofiber, electrospinning, PVA, deposit pattern.
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Investigation on Deposited PVA Nanofibers Fabricated
by Needleless Electrospinning
Xiao-hong Qina* , Shan-Yuan Wanga, SandraTorresb, David Lukasb
a

College of Textile Science, Donghua University, Shanghai, China
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Technical University of Liberec, Czech Republic
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It was known that the liquid jets were created by electric fields, the distortion of liquid droplets
in an electric field, the collapse of liquid jets into droplets, and other liquids. In the past century,
electrospinning and related phenomena, such as aerosol spraying, atomization in the charged
droplets and the formation of particles, have received attention.Baumgarten, working zt Dupont
in the 1970s, published high speed photographs and other data describing the formation of fibers
of an acrylic polymer by electrospinning.Reneker and co-workers characterized the
electrospinning process and the physical properties of electrospinning nanofibers.
Electrospinning of polymer nanofibers, which is the main aim of the present work, attracted
significant attention during the last several years as a simple and straightforward method of
production of nanostructures, which are of interest in many applications. These include filter
media, composite materials, biomedical applications (tissue engineering, scaffolds, bandages,
and drug release systems), protective clothing, optoelectronic devices, photonic crystals and
flexible photocells.
In electrospinning, electronic forces imposed by a capacitor-like electric field on a droplet of
polymer solution result in jetting from its tip. After the solvent evaporates, nanofibers with a
diameter in the submicron range are deposited on the counter-electrode.
At present, drops are typically suspended at the edge of a needle attached to a vessel filled with
polymer solution, where supply to the droplet is sustained. Therefore a single jet is issued from
a single needle, and the shape on deposited nanofibers is also single.To chieve a high production
rate, one needs to use many needles. Which is technologically inconvenient due to its
complexity and high probability of clogging. So we need investigate a new experimental
method to improve nanofibers production rate.
The main aim of our present work is to get multiple upward jets from the free surface without
any needles. In this article, we have achieved the electrospinning multiple jets without any
needles; moreover we investigate the complicated shapes and the diameter on deposited
nanofibers fabricated by our device on the condition of different parameters-solution
concentration, voltage, distance between droplet and collector.
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Modeling the Electrospinning Process
Y. Imura, H.L. LaNieve, G. Collins, W.-K. Lee, M. Jaffe, L. Catalani
Electrospinning is a specialized nanofiber fabrication technique that uses the potential
difference of an electric field as the driving force to propel a thin, charged stream of polymer
solution from a capillary orifice to a grounded collection device. The non-woven matrix of
nanoscale fibers has potential uses in filtration applications and tissue regeneration substrate
materials.
Our objective is to develop an electrospinning model that will be useful for process control. A
comprehensive investigation of the factors affecting electrospinning behavior will allow us to
create a model that more closely describes the experimental observations. Such a model will
enhance the level of control of the process and ultimately lead to its commercialization.
The electrospinning model being developed uses typical parameters such as the electric field,
solution flow rate, and solvent evaporation. However, the model also incorporates the
components of the electrostatic ejection of solvent and its related issues of charge behavior
within the solution and its effects on flow dynamics. A current dry spinning model is used as a
starting point into which the electrostatic and electrodynamic components of the electrospinning
procedure are integrated in order to describe the unique features of the technique.
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Superhydrophobic Textiles by Electrospinning
Ma, M.; Hill, R. M.; Mao, Y.; Gupta, M.; Gleason, K. K.; Rutledge, G. C.
Institute for Soldier Nanotechnologies and Department of Chemical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 01239, Massachusetts, USA
Superhydrophobicity, water repellency and self-cleaning properties of fabrics and films
are important in a number of applications ranging from apparel to biomedical constructs.
Superhydrophobic surfaces are characterized by a water contact angle larger than 150° and low
contact angle hysteresis. Studies of the superhydrophobicity achieved by some insects and many
plants, most notably the lotus leaf, show that these biological superhydrophobic surfaces not
only have a waxy surface chemistry but also a hierarchical surface roughness composed of at
least two different, micro and nano, length scales.
We have demonstrated that a nonwoven textile of electrospun fibers can have the
appropriate surface roughness for superhydrophobicity. Electrospinning is a simple but versatile
technique to make untrafine fibers with diameters from several microns to tens of nanometers.
Our ability to tune the morphologies of electrospun fibers allows us to study morphologydependent properties, such as wettability, of the fiber mat. Here, we present two strategies to
produce superhydrophobic textiles via electrospinning. The first strategy is to electrospin a
block copolymer such as poly(styrene-b-dimethylsiloxane), ikn which the hydrophobic siloxane
block segregates to the fiber surface. Contact angle measurements indicate that the resultant
nonwoven fibrous mats are superhydrophobic, with a contact angle of 163° and contact angle
hysteresis of 15°. The superhydrophobicity is attributed to the combined effects of surface
enrichment in siloxane, as revealed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and surface roughness
of the electrospun mat itself. The second strategy is to combine electrospinning and initiated
chemical vapor deposition (iCVD). A selected polymer was first electrospun into both beaded
and bead-free fibers with different diameters and then coated with a thin layer of hydrophobic
polymerized fluoroacrylate by iCVD. The hierarchical surface roughness inherent in the
electrospun mats and the extremely low surface free energy of the coating layer obtained by
iCVD yields stable superhydrophobicity with a contact angle as high as 175° and a threshold
sliding angle less than 2.5° for a 20 mg droplet. The coated mats were also shown to exhibit at
least “Grade-8” oleophobicity (heptane-phobic). The systematic effect of fiber morphology on
superhydrophobicity was investigated both experimentally and theoretically.
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Coating Kinetics of Fluoropolymer Processing Aids for Sharkskin Elimination:
The Role of Blend Morphology
David Bigio, Matt G. Meillon, Dave Morgan
University of Maryland, Department of Mechanical Engineering, College Park, MD
The ability of fluoropolymer based polymer processing aids (PPA) to eliminate surface melt
fracture (sharkskin) during extrusion of polyethylene is studied in relation to blend morphology
(PPA droplet size) and processing conditions (shear rate). Under a constant throughput, the die
entrance pressure, the PPA coating thickness and the degree of fracture are simultaneously
monitored. The thickness of the fluoropolymer coating on the die surface is measured in-situ
through frustrated total internal reflection. A substantial enhancement in the coating rate and
the magnitude of the steady state coating thickness as well as the faster elimination of sharkskin
upon increase of PPA droplet size have been determined. These results are consistent with
recently developed models of the coating
The reduction of sharkskin is studied as a function of 3 different drop sizes and three different
shear rates. Coating thickness is a function of drop size and not shear rate Coating thickness
continues to increase to a steady state value after the sharkskin is eliminated. This equilibrium
could be based on balance between supply from the drops and removal due to flow.. Sharkskin
will only be eliminated if the PPA coating reaches a thickness that causes some property at the
exit of the die to reach a critical value. It has been observed in works that the elimination in
sharkskin is a related to the pressure reduction. We posit that the pressure drop is dependent on
the coating thickness and the coating thickness as a function of blend volume is dependent only
on drop size.
Videos are presented which show the evolution of the PPA on the wall. The visualization of the
PPA coating indicates that the evolution occurs in three steps: the accumulation at the die
entrance, the migration towards the die exit in waves, and the formation of streaks on the die
wall. The accumulation at the die entrance evidenced by Kharchenko 03 (3) is characterized by
the observed initial pressure reduction (A to C). Early in the extrusion the PPA/LLDPE blend, a
great number of PPA particles are seen in the flow; however an insignificant fraction is
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observed sticking to the wall. Furthermore, during that stage the pressure reduction remains
negligible (about 2 %). These observations seem to contradict the notion of individual PPA
particles impacting the wall as the main coating mechanism. The flow of accumulated PPA in
form of waves has been observed here for the first time. It is precisely that PPA wave migration
that was coincident with the steep change in the slope of the pressure reduction curve (C to D),
and the complete elimination of surface melt fracture. This leads to the wave migration as the
primary PPA coating mechanism. Subsequently, the formation of PPA streaks is observed on
the die wall as the experiment nears its steady state values (E to F). The PPA streaks appear
after the full suppression of melt fracture, hence after the critical coating thickness has been
established. Therefore these streaks are merely indicators of the presence of an established
coating and not the form of PPA migration to the die exit.
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Fiber Non-uniformity and Its Effect on Fiber Mechanical Properties
Xungai Wangd
School of Engineering and Technology
Deakin University, Geelong VIC 3217, Australia
Non-uniformity is inherent in virtually all types of fibers, animal fibers in particular [6].
Figure 1 shows typical diameter profiles along the length of 3 different types of animal fibers,
measured on the latest single fiber analyzer (SIFAN). Even under well-controlled processing
conditions, manufactured fibers are formed with non-uniform cross-sectional area along fiber
length as well as between fibers. For example, the relative standard deviations of diameter of an
alumina fiber (FP) and alumina-zirconia fiber (PRD) are 3.0% and 2.8%, respectively [4]. Recent
studies on carbon and glass fibers have shown that the long fragments of these fibers are
characterized by fluctuations of cross-sectional area along their length [7], which would affect
their tensile property [2]. The electrospun nano-fibers may exhibit large variations in fiber
diameter along fiber length, in the form of beads as indicated in Figure 2 [5].
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Figure 2: Electro-spun nano fibers from a 10% polystyrene solution [5].

It is normal practice to test or measure fiber mechanical properties such as breaking
strength and strain. The reality is that we can not get the true breaking strength and strain of a
fiber if the fiber has geometrical non-uniformities along length, such as diameter variations
shown in figures 1 and 2. For instance, the breaking strain obtained from a tensile test is just the
average strain of all fiber segments within the gauge length, while the true maximum strain is
experienced by the thinnest segment of the test specimen, assuming the fiber specimen has
diameter variations along length. Ignoring the non-uniformity along fiber length can lead to
significant discrepancy in Weibull prediction also [9].
Similarly, in the tests of fiber bundle strength, the non-uniformities along the length of
the constituent fibers are rarely taken into consideration. Yet these non-uniformities have a
decisive effect on the tensile behavior of a fiber bundle. For instance, in a recent study [1], a
simulated tensile experiment was performed on a bundle of four single fibers. The fiber bundle
consists of two uniform single fibers with a diameter of 10 μ m and 20 μ m respectively and two
irregular single fibers with the same mean diameter of 20 μ m but with 20% and 40% levels of
diameter variation along fiber length respectively. Under simulated extension, the non-uniform
fiber breaks before the thin uniform one, even though the uniform fiber is thinner than the
minimum diameter of the non-uniform fiber. The deformation process of the fiber bundle is
shown in figure 3 [1]. This simple simulation highlights the importance of non-uniformity in
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affecting the tensile behavior of fibers and fiber bundles. The within-fibre non-uniformity also
affects fiber buckling behavior [3], which affects the comfort of fabrics [8].

Figure 3: A simulated fibre bundle under extension

This paper reports on recent research into fiber non-uniformity and its effect on the
mechanical behavior of single fibers and fiber bundles. Results from numerical simulations and
experiments are discussed.
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Effect of Over-feed and Air Pressure on Properties of Blended
Air Textured Yarns by Diacetate and Polyester Filaments
Zhang Jing Zhang Zhilong Wang Shanyuan
College of Textiles, Donghua University, Shanghai 200051, China
Since 1995, the air texturing process has been well established for bulking
continuous filament yarns. Being a purely mechanical bulking method, the air texturing
not only offers the unlimited scope of bulking both thermoplastic and nonthermoplastic
filament yarns, but also has the potential of being used for spun yarns. Besides, it is
possible to blend either parallelly fed or differentially fed components of both filament
yarns or a filament yarn and a spun yarn using the process of air texturing. Effect of
filament characteristics and processing variables on properties of air textured polyester,
polyamide or polypropylene filament yarns has been widely investigated. However, there
are few published reports on air texturing of viscose or acetate filament yarns. The effect
of processing conditions and Texspun device on air-textured yarn blended with polyester
and viscose or acetate filament yarns was studied by M P Lau et al. They drew the
conclusion that viscose or acetate filament yarns blended with polyester showed the
modifications on the demerits of pure polyester although there was a decrease in the
durability and stability of blended air textured yarns, but the effect of these properties
were found acceptable for further processing.
Acetate filament yarns and fabrics are characterized by silklike softness, pleasing
appearance, comfort and superb draping quality, while it is of low tenacity and abrasion
resistance. In the development of acetate fabrics, how to show its merits and hide its
demerits is always the focus in the industry.
In the present work, air texturing of diacetate filament yarn blended with
polyester filament yarn has been carried out and core-and-effect air-textured yarns have
been produced. Effect of over-feed and air pressure on properties of air textured yarns
were discussed.
According to the principle of learnning from others’s strong points to offset one’s
weaknesses, diacetate filament yarn of 177.34 dtex 33 filaments and polyester filament
yarn of 83.33 dtex 36 filaments were used as effect yarn and core yarn respectively. The
air texturing was carried out on EMAD-17 air-jet texturing machine using EMAD 150-82
jet nozzle. We prepared two groups of textured yarns. Sample A, B, C and D were
produced at different air pressure from 4 to 7 kg/cm2, while other process variables were
kept constant. Sample 1 to 9 were produced using combination of different overfeed for
effect yarn and core yarn at 5 kg/cm2 and 300m/min. 3 levels of overfeed for both effect
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yarn and corn yarn were chosen. Tensile properties of blended air textured yarns wre
obtained on XL-1 yarn tensile tester using 500mm gauge length and 500mm/min
extension rate, 30 readings for each sample. Diameter and hairiness were tested by the
Electronic Inspection Board(EIB) from Lawson-Hemphill Corpration. Instability of
textured yarns was tested using Heberlein method.
Effect of Air Pressure—Testing by EIB provided 2 diameter values for one
sample. One is core diameter representing the coarseness of the yarn core, and another is
average diameter which includes the yarn core and loops. It was observed that the linear
density and core diameter of air-textured yarns tended to decrease with increase in air
pressure, while the average diameter showed an opposite trend. In addition, the CV
values for both core diameter and average diameter were increased at the same time. For
numbers and percentage of loops and hairs at different height, the number and percentage
at 0.5mm were reduced with increase in air pressure, but that of other heights were risen.
At high air pressure conditions, the tenacity and breaking elongation for textured yarns
are less than that at low air pressure levels. We also found that both instibility and
were decreased firstly with increase in air pressure, and then climbed. Air pressure of
5kg/cm2 produced a higher tenacity, lower instibility and more even structure.
Effect of Over-feed—The core diameter and average diameter of air-textured
yarns were approximatively increased linearly with increase in the over-feed of effect
yarn, while the over-feed of core yarn exhibited little influence on the core diameter and
the average diameter would slightly drop at a higher over-feed of corn yarn. When the
over-feed of effect yarn was increased, the CV value for the core diameter was ascended
but the CV value for the average diameter was declined. Differently, both of said CV
values were decreased with increment in the over-feed of corn yarn. Meanwhile, it was
observed that the number of loops and hairs at various height were gained with increase
in the over-feed of effect yarn, moreover, the pencentage of loops and hairs at each height
followed a same trend except that the pencentage of loops and hairs at 0.5mm were
reduced. While the over-feed of corn yarn presented a completely contrary influence on
these values. The tenacity of textured yarns at high over-feed levels of effect yarn or corn
yarn was less than that at low over-feed levels. However, the breaking elongation was
increased with increase in the over-feed of effect yarn, but decreased with increase in the
over-feed of corn yarn. For the instibility, both instibility and were increased with
increase in either the over-feed of effect yarn or that of corn yarn..
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Melt-processable high acrylonitrile copolymers: from chains to fibers

S.R. Hutchinson, J.P. Hinestroza, A.E. Tonelli, B.S. Gupta
North Carolina State University, College of Textiles
2401 Research Drive / Box 8301 / Raleigh, NC 27695
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High acrylonitrile copolymers are unique because of Fig 1. 13C NMR
its high chemical and thermal resistances. One of its
most notable properties is its relatively high “melting”
point of ~320ºC and its low thermal degradation range
(lying between 250 and 310ºC i ).
For most
thermoplastic polymers the relationship between
crystalline morphology and melting point is well
understood in terms of discrete crystalline and
amorphous domains. However, PAN does not exhibit
0
the classical two-phase morphology and has been
121
120
119
118
117
described as “amorphous with a high degree of lateral
ppm
bonding,” or as a “two-dimensional liquid crystalline-like
structure with many defects”ii. As a result and despite
conflicting conclusions about its tacticity, the degree of crystallinity for the homopolymer
does not appear to be a function of stereoregularityiii.
In the 1990s, using a new “scavenged” copolymerization technology developed by
Smierciak et al., iv British Petroleum (BP) patented a family of thermoplastic high
acrylonitrile copolymer resins called Amlon®. BP claims that for a given copolymer
composition, the sequence length of the AN sidegroups
Fig 2. Melting
can be controlled sufficiently to enable melting.
The objective of this work is to first examine the
.
microstructure of Amlon® D copolymer, to next identify
.
20ºC·min-1
9
and characterize those properties that are required for
7
fiber formation and to finally melt spin and examine its
10ºC·min-1
5
13
structure and properties. Solution C NMR was used
3
5ºC·min-1
1
to compare the actual observed copolymer mole
.
fraction concentrations to those predicted using the
.
terminal model of free radical copolymerization.
.
Differential scanning calorimetry was used to identify
50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250
Temperature (C)
evidence of glass and melt transition points. Through
themogravimetric analysis and mass spectrometry,
time-temperature dependent properties were obtained. True melt viscosities were
measured over a range of shear rates for a set of capillary die lengths and melt
temperatures. Based on these profiles, a fiber spinning study was conducted by varying
throughput rate, extrusion temperature, and draw ratio. Wide angle x-ray diffraction was
used to characterize the crystal morphology of the fiber as a function of processing
parameters.
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Fig. 3. Crystallization

Heat Flow (mW)

Materials
The Institute of Textile Technology, at North
Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC now holds
worldwide patent rights to Amlon® technologies.
Amlon® D resin is an 85% acrylonitrile : 15% methyl
acrylate copolymer with a molecular weight between
50k and 60k.
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lengths were calculated using triad concentrations
shown in Fig. 1 using n = (N + N + N )(N + 1 N ) , where n0 is the number average
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sequence of a given comonomer, N101 the triad concentration of the MAM, N001 the triad
concentration of AAM and MAA, and N000 the triad concentration of AAA v Predicted
lengths were calculated using Bernoullian probabilities and terminal model reactivities
(rAN = 1.5 and rMA = 0.84)vi. The actual sequence length was approximately 13 while the
predicted length was over 7. This indicates that the sequence length was controlled
beyond that which is afforded by free radical reactivities.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

Capillary Rheometry
Consistent extrudate was obtained with polymer
that was dried for two days. As expected, viscosity
decreased with an increase in melt temperature and
shear rate.
However, sufficient dwell time was
necessary to achieve flow behavior suitable for melt
processing.
The flows were consistent with the
Carreau-Yasuda model, showing how the viscosity
changed with melt time and temperature. The melt
viscosity at 220ºC and 9 min is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4. True viscosity
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The DSC thermograms (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) show a
polymer with some order, although not traditionally
crystalline. Lack of discrete glass transition and fusion
peaks may be attributable to the atypical crystal
morphology. At a rate of 5ºC·min-1, no change in the
baseline is shown. It is possible that whatever ordered
domains exist gradually melt in a nonequilibrium
fashion as the sample is heated. At slow rates, the
rate of gradual melting exceeds the ramp rate. Clear
‘crystallization’ exotherms suggest that reordering is
occurring.
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Melt Spinning and Fiber Properties
The structure and tensile properties of continuously extruded and drawn fibers have
been characterized. Various extrusion temperatures, draw temperatures and an
extended necking zone were used to enhance orientation and mechanical properties.
For the first time, cold drawing in an acrylic fiber is
Fig 6. Fiber Tenacities
reported, Fig 5. Tenacity, for some of the singleWindup Speed
stage drawn fibers, is similar to polyester and nylon,
7
(m·min )
Fig 6. The colors correspond with windup speed and
6
demonstrate that the highest tenacities are achieved
5
with draw imparted between draw rollers and not the
spin draw. Wide angle x-ray transmission patterns
4
show strong equatorial reflections, while lacking
3
meridional reflections.
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Conclusions
1
Amlon® D is part of a family of high acrylonitrile
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
Draw Ratio
copolymer resins that are melt processable using
conventional equipment. The polymer is pseudo-crystalline in bulk, without defined
glass or melting peaks at low ramp rates. However, crystallization, or reordering peaks
are distinct. The rheological behavior shows a strong dependence on melt temperature
and time. Cold drawing was shown in Amlon® fibers, whose strength can be equivalent
to those of polyester and nylon. Processing optimization is currently under investigation
to further enhance the properties of Amlon® D fibers.
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Hydrophilic Plasma Surface Modification of Textiles
M. M. Hossain, Dirk Hegemann
EMPA Materials Science and Technology, St. Gallen, Switzerland
Plasma technique is of great interest to tailor surface properties. It has become
more attractive for technical textile applications for several reasons: It generates radicals
by forming covalent bonds and oxidizes the surface (i.e. hydrophilic surface); it changes
topography: adhesion, repellency properties, roughening the surface; it permits the
cleaning of surfaces which leads to an increase of printing quality, dye-uptake, painting,
adhesion etc. In the field of textile finishing, plasma technology shows distinct
advantages because it is environmentally friendly and an alternative to avoid wetfinishing processes; it even saves energy because it is a dry system.
High frequency cold plasma, so-called low pressure plasma, is a very effective
means of modifying surface properties of textiles while preserving the bulk properties.
Different surface strategies can be used to modify textile surfaces: ablation (etching),
surface activation (non-polymer forming plasma), and surface deposition (polymer
forming plasma). Treatments depend on many factors such as gas, pressure, plasma
density, energy input, and treatment time, where pressure is considered as the most
important plasma parameter. At low pressure the mean free path of gas particles is higher
and long-living radicals are able to come in contact with a larger surface area, i.e. the
penetration of plasma species into the textile structure is improved, whereas the opposite
phenomena is observed at a higher pressure. Furthermore, the surface activation,
wettability, and penetration of plasma species into the entire textile fabrics is also
influenced by textile weave structures (woven/non-woven/knit).
Surface wettability is one of the most important properties for textiles. The
hydrophilicity can be improved by incorporation of some hydrophilic groups such as –
NH2, –OH, –COOH, –C=O etc. on the surface. Synthetic fibers and fabrics such as
polyester and acetate exhibit poor wettability (more hydrophobic) than natural ones.
These fabrics soil more easily because of electrostatic charges on the surface. The
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introduction of polar groups is attributed to the improved soil resistance and a level
dyeing as well. The dyeing rate of plasma treated fabrics (PET, PP, CA etc.) can
extensively be increased by incorporating high amount of functional groups on the
surface which leads to higher diffusion of dye molecules into the textiles. Moreover,
plasma can be used as alternative dyeing for polyester. Generally, polyesters are dyed
with disperse dyes at high application temperature (~130°C) (sublimation becomes a
more critical factor) in a closed dyeing system under high pressure. The low and finite
water solubility of these dyes is also a critical factor in determining leveling properties
and dyeing rate. Milling acid dyes, which have excellent color brightness and very good
wet fastness, can easily be applied on NH2-induced polyesters at a low temperature
(~80°C) in a cost effective process.
Epoxies have been commonly used in fiber-reinforced composites. The adhesion
between natural fibers and epoxy matrix in a composite is usually weak because of lack
of chemical and mechanical bonding. The interfacial shear strength can be improved by
surface treatment of the fibers, mainly by incorporation of reactive functional groups,
surface oxidization, surface roughening, increasing wettability etc.
In this presented work the study was made to obtain a uniform nano-structured
textile surface and to improve wettability, dyeability, and adhesion between natural fibers
and thermo-set matrices as well as other subsequent textile wet-chemical processes.
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The Development and Mechanical Properties of Carbon Nanotube Fibres
Ya-li Li, Marcelo Motta, Ian Kinloch, V. Premnath, Martin Pick and Alan H. Windle*
Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy, University of Cambridge, Pembroke Street,
Cambridge, CB2 3QZ,
*ahw1@cam.ac.uk
Many routes have been developed for the synthesis of carbon nanotubes, but their
assembly into continuous fibres has so far been achieved only through post-processing
methods. In this work, carbon nanotube fibres were obtained by directly spinning an aerogel of
carbon nanotubes formed during chemical vapour deposition synthesis (1). Typically a
mixture of ethanol, ferrocene and thiophene is injected into a hot hydrogen atmosphere (1150
°C) and these compounds rapidly react to form the carbon nanotubes. The carbon nanotubes
then interact to form a continuous sock-like aerogel that travels down the reaction zone
without sticking on the furnace walls. The sock is then spun into a fibre using a variety of
different spindle orientations. Overall, this process can be split broadly into three stages; the
initial chemical vapour deposition reaction, the formation of sock and the drawing and
properties of the fibre. Each of these processes will be addressed in the talk.
Different hydrocarbons have been used for the reaction, with the yield and products being
found to vary greatly with the feedstock used. These products were characterised using Raman
spectroscopy and electron microscopy. The presence of small amounts of oxygen was found to
be enhance sock formation and hence spinning of the fibre. Also, the process parameters were
found to have a strong effect on whether multi-walled or single-walled nanotubes are
produced.
Physical properties of the fibres were also assessed, with special emphasis on tensile
strength and electrical conductivity. Tensile strengths are greatly dependant on process
conditions and therefore, the different microstructures observed. On average, values lie in the
range of 0.7 ± 0.2 GPa, with the current maximum tensile strength reaching 1.5 GPa. The
electrical conductivity of the carbon nanotube fibre is consistently higher than for carbon
fibres, ranging from 2.5 to 8.3 per Ohms per metre. All experimental evidence points out to the
fact that very significant improvements in properties can be accomplished by better controlling
the synthesis process.
1. Li et al., Science, 304, 276, 2004
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Draw-Twist-Spun Carbon Nanotube Yarns
S. Fang1, M. Zhang1, K. Atkinson2 and R. Baughman1
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NanoTech Institute, University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, TX 75080, USA
CSIRO Textile & Fibre Technology, P. O. Box 21, Belmont, Victoria 3216, Australia

This talk describes a new method and various unusual properties of draw-twist-spun
polymer-free carbon nanotube yarns. By scaling down an ancient spinning technology to
staples of nanometer-size, we developed a technique to spin carbon nanotube yarns from
multiwalled nanotube forest. The multiwalled carbon nanotubes forests several hundred
micrometers high are grown on Si substrate using chemical vapor deposition process. The
resulting carbon nanotubes with a diameter of ~10 nm are well oriented perpendicular to the
substrate. A continuous ribbon of pristine nanotubes can be easily formed by pulling on the
side wall of the nanotubes forest. By introducing twist, the strength of torque stabilized yarns
can reach over 400 MPa. The spun carbon nanotube yarns retain their strength and flexibility
after being heated at 750 K in air for an hour and when immersed in liquid nitrogen at 77 K.
High creep resistance and high electrical conductivity are observed and maintain after polymer
infiltration, which substantially increases yarn strength. It is found that the yarn’s mechanical
properties strongly depend on the twist angle. Different from yarns made from fibers with
micrometer-sized diameter, nanotube yarns maintain reasonable strength even when the twist
angle reduced to zero, because nanotubes bundled together forming fibrils up to ~50 nm. The
fibrils laterally fork and then eventually recombine with the forked legs of other fibrils
forming a laterally extended network. Nanotube yarns also show very good biocompatibility.
Various structures made from nanotube yarns and their properties will be presented.
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Strong, Transparent Multifunctional Carbon Nanotubes Sheets
Mei Zhang,1 Shaoli Fang,1 Anvar A. Zakhidov,1 Sergey B. Lee,1 Ali E. Aliev,1 Christopher D. Williams,1
Ken R. Atkinson2 and Ray H. Baughman1
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2
CSIRO Textile & Fibre Technology, PO Box 21, Belmont, Vic 3216, Australia

Carbon nanotube sheets rival nanotube yarns in fundamental importance and likely commercial
applicability. Nanotube sheets are usually made using versions of the ancient art of paper
making, by typically week-long filtration of nanotubes dispersed in water and peeling the dried
nanotubes as a layer from the filter. While filtration-produced sheets are normally isotropic
within the sheet plane, sheets having partial nanotube alignment result from applying high
magnetic fields during filtration and mechanically rubbing nanotubes that are vertically trapped
in filter pores. In other important advances, nanotube sheets have been fabricated from a
nanotube aerogel, by Langmuir-Blodgett deposition, by casting from oleum, and by spin
coating. These approaches, however, present limitations in terms of the film quality or
production efficiency. We demonstrate a new process that enables the production of five
centimeter-wide, meter-long transparent carbon nanotube sheets at rates above 7 m/min by
cooperatively flipping carbon nanotubes in vertically-oriented nanotube arrays (forests). These
highly-oriented and self-supporting nanotube sheets, having fundamentally unlimited width
and length, comprise a novel state of matter: a highly anisotropic electronically conducting
aerogel with a density of ∼0.0015 g/cm3 that can be densified into exceptionally strong sheets
that are as thin as ∼50 nm. Experimental results suggest application for transparent, highly
elastomeric electrodes; planar sources of polarized broad-band radiation; two-dimensionally
reinforced composites; welding agents for microwave bonding of plastics; and conducting
appliqués. The sheets can also be utilized as nanotextile for tissue engineering or sensors. The
unexpected properties of the sheets and important applications opportunities will be presented.
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Introduction
Cellulose microfibrils obtained by the acid hydrolysis of cellulose fibers are used in the food,
drug and separation industries. The hydrolyzed microfibrils serve as fillers, viscosity altering agents,
dietary fiber, vehicles for releasing materials or as purification media. However, the microfibrils are
not isolated and are produced commercially as microcrystalline cellulose; these are compact aggregates
of cellulose microfibrils, sometimes only partially hydrolyzed, that cannot be re-dispersed to form the
original microfibrils. The usual process for drying the fibrils is by spray drying; the particular
conditions used determine the final size of the aggregates. To recover the fibrils as a dispersible solid,
work has been done to modify the surface of the fibrils1 so that they will not aggregate during the
drying process and so they have a greater compatibility with other polymers.
Microfibrils derived from cotton fiber have dimensions on the order of 5nm square by 400nm long
and are thus strong crystal rods with a very high L to D ratio. This implies that they may be highly
suitable entities for the reinforcement of fibers, films and other materials. The literature contains little
work pertaining to the use of these to reinforce materials and is in the main concerned with the
introduction of the fibrils from the aqueous dispersion recovered from hydrolysis directly into
water-soluble polymers2,3. It is reported that the inclusion of these fibrils enhances the properties of the
composites greatly even at low levels of addition.
This preliminary study first demonstrates the recovery of cellulose microfibrils as a solid and of
their re-dispersion into water. Secondly, the fibrils are chemically modified to have an azide group at
C6 (Figure 1) as a vehicle towards further chemical modification4,5, for crosslinking in composites
through the thermal generation of 6-nitreno-6-deoxycellulose6 or for conversion to carbon nanofibers;
Whatman CF11 short fiber cellulose is exemplified here as the test-case.
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Figure 1: Synthesis of 6-azido-6-deoxycellulose

Cellulose microfibrils from short fiber cellulose
Short fiber cellulose (Whatman CF11, 10% w/v, 60g) was stirred vigorously with sulfuric acid
(60% w/w, 900g), which was first heated and maintained at 60OC, for 45 minutes (determined prior).
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The mixture was then quenched in cold water (5 mass equivalents, 4.5 liters) and stirred. The resulting
dispersion was centrifuged, decanted and washed with water continuously until the pH was around 1.5
and the dispersion would not spin down to form a pellet. The resulting solution was sonicated for 5
minutes and dialyzed against water until the pH of the solution was 5.5 to 6.5 (Spectrapor 2, MWCO
12-14000, 45mm flat width, 4-5 days). Yield was very approximately 55% including residual inorganic
salts (max. 5%) and moisture (max. 5%).
Isolation and dispersion of microfibrils
The cellulose microfibrils were recovered as a dispersion of approximately 0.6g/100ml water
from dialysis. This solution was subject to our patent application pending drying procedure that gave
rise to a nano-cellular foam. Comparison of this foam to an oven-dried film of the same material
(Figure 2 (a-f)) reveals the differences in density the two processes produce.

a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 2: SEM of microfibril foam (a-d) and film (e&f); scale bars are 1, 1, 2, 200, 3 microns and 500nm
respectively.

The film is tightly packed (e&f) while the foam consists of larger fibrous entities (d), composed
of thin platelets (c) that are in turn composed of a loose non-woven structure of the microfibrils (a&b),
which must contribute to their ease of re-dispersion. The comparison is not easy since the foam was not
stable during SEM and at times had to be heavily coated. We are awaiting TEM comparisons.
Further evidence of the efficacy of the drying and re-dispersion process was obtained from particle
size analysis. This utilizes the Mie theory that relates the measurement of diffracted and scattered laser
light through a dispersion of fine particles to their spherical diameter. It is recognized that the accuracy
and interpretation of the results are open to criticism and discussion; however, the results are consistent
and reproducible. Dispersions of the microfibrils were measured before, after the drying process and
again after minor sonication (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Particle size analysis comparison.

Synthesis of 6-azido-6-deoxycellulose
Reaction with surface bias
Dimethyl formamide (DMF, 30ml, dry) was heated and maintained at 80OC under a nitrogen
atmosphere. Lithium azide (LiN3, 1.470g, dry) was added, dissolved and the solution heated for a
further 1.5 hours. The heating was removed and the solution cooled to room temperature. Short fiber
cellulose (Whatman CF11, 0.973g, dry) was added followed by the triphenylphosphine (TPP, 1.574g)
and stirred for 15 minutes, the mixture was then cooled to 2OC. A freshly prepared solution of carbon
tetrabromide (CBr4, 1.990g) in DMF (5ml, dry) was added dropwise while maintaining the temperature
below 15OC. The mixture was allowed to return to room temperature (23OC) and progressed for 22
hours.
Methanol (MeOH, 5ml) was added to the mixture to quench the reaction and the solution poured
into ethanol (EtOH) giving a mass of 230g. This was agitated for 30 minutes, centrifuged and the EtOH
decanted. The solids were recovered and washed twice by the addition of ethanol and centrifugation.
The procedure was repeated three times with the substitution of 60:40 EtOH:Water and then twice again
with EtOH. Recovery of the solids gave a soft white powder (93.5% yield (starting material). FTIR data
(KBr disk, Figure 4) was identical to the starting material except for a characteristic azide peak at
2117.08 cm-1. Further analysis is to follow.
Reaction with diffusion bias
DMF (30ml, dry) was heated and maintained at 80OC under a nitrogen atmosphere. LiN3 (1.470g, dry)
was added and dissolved, followed by CF11 (0.973g, dry) and the solution heated for a further 1.5
hours. The heating was removed and the solution cooled to room temperature. TPP (1.574g) was added
and stirred for 15 minutes, the mixture was then cooled to 2OC. A freshly prepared solution of CBr4
(1.990g) in DMF (5ml, dry) was added dropwise while maintaining the temperature below 15OC. The
mixture was allowed to return to room temperature (23OC) and progressed for 22 hours. Work-up of this
reaction was identical to the previous one giving a soft white powder (93.5% yield (starting material).
FTIR data gave a characteristic azide peak at 2116.15 cm-1.
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(b) Surface bias 2117.08
(c) Diffusion bias 2116.15
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Figure 4: FTIR data.
Summary
Cellulose microfibrils have been manufactured from short fiber cotton, recovered as a solid and easily
re-dispersed. The procedure will be studied further and additional evidence obtained. The synthesis of
6-azide-6-deoxycellulose was successful, further analytical data is available, the reaction will be applied to
cellulose microfibrils prior to presentation.
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Introduction
Over recent years there have been many advances in biochemistry and genetic engineering
that have in turn generated a significant amount of interest in the duplication of processes that
occur in nature. One such natural process of current interest is that of the spinning of spider
silk. Much work has been done in this area in an attempt to replicate the process in an attempt
to obtain high value materials possessing superior qualities1. In the main, such work has
succeeded in identifying, cloning and characterizing the components contained in spider silk.
Although actual spinning of a fiber from the synthetic material has remained elusive, some
success has been claimed2. To achieve this purpose it is necessary to obtain significant
quantities of the pure cloned spider silk protein, often a histidine tagged recombinant protein,
from the medium in which it was expressed, so that attempts can be made to spin fibers by
suitable methods such as by wet-spinning or by electrospinning.
Recombinant protein purification is a vital tool in the biochemistry field. While several
methods of purification exist, they typically involve some form of separation based on column
chromatography (viz., ion metal affinity chromatography) or on a series of buffered
extractions with centrifugation. While the former is suitable for the recovery of small amounts
(micrograms) of material, the latter is most suitable for larger scale processes. However, these
methods may give rise to significant loss of material, are expensive and labor intensive. In
addition, methods for multi-scale and efficient purification of selected proteins are essential to
the pharmaceutical industries and to other biochemical concerns. A need thus exists for an
efficient method of purification of recombinant proteins. Ideally, such a purification medium
would be self-supporting, inexpensive, of equivalent efficacy to existing media and able to be
utilized in many configurations.
In the course of our work to obtain a manufactured spider silk fiber we have identified,
cloned, purified and characterized the appropriate recombinant proteins that have been tagged
with the commonly utilized histidine component, in order to enable recovery and purification.
However, to obtain greater quantities of these proteins for fiber production, it has been
necessary to investigate alternative methods for the recovery of this protein. The chosen
method, presented in this report3 , is based on the commonly used and established affinity
between tagged recombinant proteins and the Cobalt (II) cation, a method known as ion metal
affinity chromatography (IMAC) 4,5. The materials used in these chromatographic methods is
usually based on a bead that contains chelating ligands able to bind a transition metal, with
Cobalt (II) generally being the most effective, these beads are packed into a column and the
protein is eluted through it.
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Figure 1: Proprietary chelating method based on ion-metal affinity chromatography.

The material designed in this study (Figure 1) consists of a polymeric fiber support
containing hydroxyl groups that have been reacted with ethylenediaminetetraacetic
dianhydride (EDTADA) giving rise to the provision of chelating ligands, which are able to
chelate Cobalt (II) and other transition metal ions. The cobalt, bound through four ligands on
the substrate, is able to chelate the protein and serve as a system for the binding and recovery
of the protein. This abstract demonstrates the efficacy of these modified fibers in their binding
of Cobalt (II), their ease of manufacture and illustrates a few exemplary ways in which the
substrate may be configured.
Determination of cobalt in modified fibers
The EDTADA modified fibers were examined for their capacity for cobalt prior to bulk
treatment with cobalt. This was determined by the long established spectrophotometric
method of complexing Cobalt (II) with 2-nitroso-1-naphthol-4-sulfonic acid.
Modification of poly (vinyl alcohol) fiber
Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVOH) non-woven mat (1g) in toluene (100ml) was heated to reflux
and 1g of EDTADA added. The mixture was then refluxed (111ºC) for a further 2, 4, 6, 8, 10
or 14 hours, depending on the particular sample (Figure 2). Each of the modified PVOH mats
were then removed and refluxed in toluene (100ml) for 30 minutes, washed twice in cold water
for 15 minutes and finally cold ethanol for 15 minutes and dried. (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Reaction of PVOH, or any hydroxy polymer, with EDTADA gives supported chelating species with four
ligands.
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Figure 3: Cobalt contents of PVOH fibers treated with EDTADA.

Modification of Tencel® fiber
Tencel® non-woven mat, made from either 1.5 or 3.0 denier fiber, (2g) was heated in
dimethyl formamide (DMF) (150ml) to reflux (153ºC). 0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 or 3.0g of EDTADA
was then added to replicates of this mixture that was refluxed for a further 2 hours. Each of the
modified Tencel® samples was then removed and heated in DMF at reflux for 30 minutes,
washed twice in cold water for 15 minutes and dried. The maximum amount of cobalt bound
was 12.0 mg/g.
Modification of cotton fiber
Uncatalysed
Cotton non-woven mat, made from either 2.7 or 4.0 micronaire fiber, (2g) was heated in
DMF (150ml) to reflux (153ºC). 0, 1.0, 2.0 or 3.0g of EDTADA was added to duplicates of
this mixture that was then refluxed for a further 2 hours. The modified cotton samples were
then removed and heated in DMF at reflux for 30 minutes, washed twice in cold water for 15
minutes and dried. (Figure 4).
Catalyzed
Cotton non-woven mat, made from 2.7 micronaire fiber, (2g) was heated in DMF (150ml)
to reflux (153ºC) with 20mg of trifluoromethanesulfonic acid, scandium (III) salt (catalyst). 0,
1.0, 2.0 or 3.0g of EDTADA was then added to replicates of this mixture, which was refluxed
for a further 2 hours. The modified cotton samples were removed and heated in DMF at reflux
for 30 mins, washed twice in cold water for 15 minutes and dried. (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Cobalt contents of cotton fibers treated with EDTADA.

Summary
Various types of fiber have been modified with EDTADA and their efficacy for binding
cobalt measured. Initial studies have shown that these cobalt-containing fibers are efficient in
their binding of histidine tagged proteins and may be used as IMAC substrates. Further studies
will seek to increase the surface area of the substrates used and may be based on electrospun
nanofibers, microcrystalline cellulose or on cellulose microfibrils. It is hoped that a continuous
method of purification will be developed.
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Design and development of a mechanically compatible
non-woven PP fibres vascular scaffold
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An artery wall is constituted of three layers called the intima, media and adventitia. The
media constitutes the main load-bearing layer and is composed of two macromolecular types:
elastin and collagen. The internal pressure–deformation (P-d) response (upon heart pulsations)
of the media presents a characteristic concave shape. As P increases, elastin first reorients in
the principal direction due to its low modulus (≈ 1 MPa). Then, the 3D network of collagen
fibers (≈ 1000 MPa) is progressively oriented, resulting in a steep increase of the P-d curve
slope. Currently implanted vascular grafts, made of PET fibers or porous PTFE having a low
compliance and Hookean behaviour, cannot accommodate artery normal mechanical behavior
and result in important disturbances of blood flows, often causing thrombosis. Non-woven
fiber mats have recently been used to produce vascular grafts. This novel graft design allows to
mimic healthy natural artery compliance and, thanks to its porous nature, can also be used as a
support for cell adhesion and growth to regenerate vascular tissues. The non-woven fiber mats
were produced by melt blowing, in which a thermoplastic fiber-forming polymer is extruded
through numerous small orifices in a die into convergent hot air streams to produce fibers as
small as 1 – 10 µm. Individual mats were consolidated into multi-layer porous 3D structures.
Mechanical testing showed that the latter structures present the characteristic concave shape
that lies within the P-d range of healthy arteries. The bases of this work will be exposed, the
methodology presented, and the results discussed.
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Processing and characterisation of iron-phosphate glass fibres for
polycaprolactone based biomedical composites
R. A. Khan*, A. J. Parsons, S. Cozien-Cazuc, I. A. Jones, G. S. Walker and C. D. Rudd
School of Mechanical, Materials and Manufacturing Engineering, The University of
Nottingham, University Park, Nottingham NG7 2RD, UK
Phosphate based glass fibres have potential for use as biomaterials. In these fibres,
phosphate tetrahedra provide the building structure where metal oxides can be added as
network modifiers [1-2]. Phosphate based glass fibres are degradable where the rate of
degradation can be linear with time. Doping is possible with various ions such as iron which
increases cross-link density in the glass. As a result of doping, durability of the fibres can be
controlled [3-4]. Using these fibres medical implants can be prepared by monomer transfer
moulding (MTM) [5]. This paper presents a systematic study of the glass fibre compositions
using phosphate salts of sodium, calcium, magnesium and iron, which consist of components
that exist in the human body. Using these fibres, polycaprolactone based composites were
made and characterised.
Iron-phosphate glass fibres based on the Na2O-CaO-MgO-Fe2O3-P2O5 system have been
proposed and characterised. The compositions investigated were fixed at CaO, MgO and
P2O5 molar percent contents. The Fe2O3 was added in low amounts from 1-6 molar percent,
substituting it for the Na2O molar percent. Glass transition temperature (Tg) values of the glass
increased with the increase of iron content in the glass. For glass containing 1% iron, the Tg
value was found to be 453ºC but for 6% iron doped glass, the Tg value was 482ºC indicating
that iron was doped properly in the P-O-P system and made Fe-O-P cross linking in the
inorganic polymer network. Fibre drawing temperatures increased significantly as the doping
of iron increased. For 1% iron doped glass fibres, the drawing temperature was 1140-1145ºC
but for 6% iron, it was 1180-1190ºC, this was due to higher viscosities of higher content of
iron in the glass. The density of the glass was also increased with the increase of iron content.
The percentage of metal content of fibres was determined by an EDX-SEM method to confirm
the presence of iron in the fibres. It was found that the composition of the fibres was similar to
the theoretical values of glass composition used. Fibre drawing was found easier with higher
iron content of glass due to higher cross linking density in the glass. The average length of the
continuously drawn filament of 5% iron doped glass fibre was about 14 km long but for
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glasses with no iron, it was around 5-6 km long. Fibre drawing was carried out at 1800 RPM
and the diameter of the fibres varied from 10-16 μm. Fibre surface was characterised by SEM.
The Tg values of the fibres were also determined and it was found that it increased with the
increase of the iron content of the glass. The Tg values are slightly lower than the
corresponding bulk glass. A decrease in dissolution rate for the glass fibres was seen with an
increase in Fe2O3 content.
Polycaprolactone based biomedical composites were made using these iron phosphate
glass fibres by MTM. Before making the composites, glass fibres were treated with 1%
solution of silane in alcoholic medium and from XPS spectra it was found that the silane was
chemically bonded to the glass fibre surface. Surface initiated polymerisation occurred in the
composites. Modulus of the composites was determined against temperature by Dynamic
Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA). Interfacial properties of the composites were
determined by single fibre composite fragmentation test.
____________________________________________________________________
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DRUG RELEASE AND ANTI MICROBIAL STUDIES
ON CHITOSAN COATED COTTON YARNS
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Polymer compositions consisting of antibacterial or anti fungal molecules, which are
reversibly or irreversibly bonded to suitable polymer backbones, are called as anti microbial
polymers. The general requirement of these kind of anti microbial polymers is that it should be
reservoir of the active agents and at the same time they should release the active agents slowly

for prolonged period of time to prevent the rapid proliferation of the microorganisms in the
affected site.
Polymers having such functional characteristics finds application in numerous commercial
applications such as catheters, sutures, respiratory masks tubing’s , drainage bags and for
disinfection of water.Textile substrates has been medium of loading of such active agents for
numerous application such as sutures, wound dressings and as medium of release of drug in
periodontal applications. Apart from medical applications there might be also need for the
certain products to be inherently bioactive to resist itself being attacked by microbes. Even
though commercially lot number of antimicrobial agents (e.g. chlorinated aromatics organo
metallic compounds) are available, it is expected that chemically bonded system might lead to
a variety of industrial, medical and consumer products having improved resistance to
microbial attack.
These antimicrobial agents, which are the chemical compounds, have an ability to inhibit / kill
the growth and metabolism of microorganism and can be incorporated into polymeric systems,
so as to achieve a tailor made product with a specific function.
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The present investigation is aimed at evaluation of the drug loaded cotton yarns for its drug
release characteristics and anti microbial activity against E.Coli and S.Aureus. Studies in this
direction are the first step towards the usage of these yarns for periodontal diseases.
Cotton yarn coated with chitosan was prepared by the oxidation of a cotton thread with sodium
periodate at 60°C in water and subsequent treatment with a solution of chitosan in aqueous
acetic acid. Infrared spectra of the chitosan coated cotton yarn suggested the formation of
Schiff's base between the chitosan and the oxidized cellulose.
The chitosan-coated threads were further immobilized with tetracycline drug. The effect of
drug concentration and treatment time on drug release characteristics and anti microbial
activity was studied. The study shows good release characteristics and anti microbial activity
against E.Coli and S.Aureus.
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Biotransformations in Polyamide Fibers
Carla Silva, and Artur Cavaco-Paulo
University of Minho, Textile Engineering Department, Azurém, Guimarães, Portugal,
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Polyamide fibers, obtained by the condensation of adipic acid and hexamethylenediamine
have a large share of the worldwide market of synthetic fibers. Major characteristics of these
fibers are their hydrophobicity and low reactivity with most common chemical agents. The
high hydrophobicity makes them less appropriate to be used in the production of garments that
are in contact with human skin. Alkaline hydrolysis is an effective way to improve fiber
wettability, but the action of concentrated solutions of NaOH or KOH is hard to control and
extensive damage can be obtained. The hydrophilicity of polyamide fibers can be also
increased, as well as the dyeing performance, by hydrolytic enzyme action. The use of
hydrolytic enzymes can lead only to superficial hydrolysis of polyamide fibers. This is due to
the fact that enzyme proteins are large molecules and they would not penetrate on the tight
hydrogen bonded structure of polyamide. These superficial changes would improve the fibers’
hydrophilicity and their chemical reactivity towards other agents for new finishing effects of
polyamide.
We have proved that cutinase enzymes can be used to modify the surface of the polyamide
fibers by means of hydrolysis of the amide linkages with the formation of amino and
carboxylic groups (1). Enzymatic action provokes, along the polymer, some superficial cuts,
corresponding to the breakage of the amide linkages. The hydrolysis products, amino and
carboxylic groups, can be found in the solution treatment as polyamide monomers and soluble
oligomers, as well as in the fibers surface as end group chains. We developed new
methodologies to follow those changes by enzymatic action (2). To measure the amino groups
in the liquid of the treatment we developed the TNBS (2,4,6 – trinitrobenzenesulfonic acid)
method that is based on its reaction with the primary amino groups formed. To detect the free
amino groups at the surface of the fiber a standard reactive dyeing was developed. The amino
groups are detected by the specific reaction with the α-bromoacrylamido dye reactive group.
Due to the fact that cutinase enzymes can only lead to superficial hydrolysis, the stability of
cutinase enzymes in presence of organic solvents was also studied (3). Organic solvents like
benzyl alcohol (BA) and dimethylacetamide (DMA) are generally used in textile industry of
polyamide fibers as dyeing assistants, opening the structure and increasing the rate of dye
diffusion. Several studies reveal that cutinase enzyme activity is preserved in the presence of
low amounts of benzyl alcohol and dimethylacetamide and polyamide fibers become more
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open structures and more suitable to be modified by cutinase action. The percentage of benzyl
alcohol and dimethylacetamide was optimized in order to improve the enzymatic treatment of
the fibers. The cutinase enzyme accessibility to the polyamide structure increases in presence
of these solvents and it can be seen as an increase of the amino groups formed, in solution or at
the fiber surface (3).
Unpublished work at the time of submission of this abstract is also shown and discussed:
- activities genetically modified cutinases over polyamide, where some residues have
been changed in the active site of the enzyme to allow the enzyme to better hydrolyze
polymer chains.
- the effects of mechanical agitation on the enzymatic removal of polyamide chains from
the fiber.
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New directions in enzymatic processing of fibers
Presenter: Artur Cavaco-Paulo

Enzymes are well-established finishing agent in traditional textile wet processes. Recently
it have been shown that enzymes can funtionalize the surfaces of natural and synthetic fibers
using very mild conditions. Our group report the fixation of phosphate group in cellulosic
fibers, modification of traditional cross-linking agents, coating of fiber with polyphenolic
groups and the surface modification of synthetic fibers. An overview is given about those
modifications and their possible application in biomedical areas.
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FIBROUS CYTOSTRUCTURAL INVADOPODIA: TUMORIGENESIS:
MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND COMPUTER SIMULATION
William W. Roberts, Jr., George T. Gillies
Department of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, University of Virginia
Helen L. Fillmore
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Ioannis Chasiotis
Department of Aerospace Engineering, University of Illinois

One of the most difficult problems associated with high-grade astrocytomas, and the primary
malignant brain tumor glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) in particular, is that of invasiveness: the
diseased cells are known to move into and through the healthy tissues surrounding the original tumor
site. Thus even when almost total surgical resection of the original tumor mass is possible, regrowth of
the tumor inevitably occurs, typically in what had been the peritumoral region, but often also at distant
locations within the brain, because of the motility of the glioma cells. This tumor cell invasion process
is the subject of intense study and many different factors, structures, and phenomena have been
implicated in it, including a variety of cell-signaling mechanisms, genetic functions and, of course, the
biochemistry of the extracellular matrix (ECM) within the brain’s parenchymal tissues.
Such GBM brain tumor cells exhibit fibrous cytostructural invadopodia. These cells have been
observed with atomic force microscopy [AFM] at micron-scale dimensions [1, 2]. Their invadopodia
are composed of fibrous microtubules with diameters of 10 – 30 nanometers. They exhibit profusely
dynamic cancer-related characteristics as they are observed to grow and proliferate rapidly in length to
AFM-observed scales of tenths of a millimeter. Shown in Figure 1 is an AFM image [1] of an
experimentally-observed invadopodium, approximately 700 nanometers in diameter, growing in a
nearly straight path from one cell (lower left) to another cell (upper right) over a distance of
approximately 80 microns.

Figure 1. AFM image of a fibrous cytostructural invadopodium [1], experimentally-observed to be growing
from one T98 human glioblastoma cell (lower left) toward another (upper right). The remarkable
straightness of its path suggests that strong cell-to-cell signaling processes are at work during even this
earliest stage of tumorigenesis. The vertical and horizontal scales are in microns.
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Because of the large span of distances involved in the biomechanics of invadopodium
extension, mathematical modeling is needed to develop an improved picture of the biophysics of
this aspect of GBM cell invasion. In order to synthesize a computational procedure for modeling
the extension of an invadopodium from a GBM cell, we make use of fundamental building blocks
from previous work on mathematical modeling and computer simulation of “non-living” and
“non-growing” fibrous assemblies, as they are made to undergo compression and decompression
and as they experience compression-release cycling and exhibit hysteresis phenomena [3, 4, 5].
The model for the invadopodium, which itself is of micron-scale diameter, is formulated to
consist of individual longitudinal microtubules, i.e., microtubule fibers, of nanometers’ diameters
that constitute the internal structure of the invadopodium and lie along its tenths-of-millimeter
length. The model formulated to represent any individual one (and all) of these microtubule fibers
is derived from A. E. H. Love’s “General Theory of the Bending and Twisting of Thin Rods.”
Love's static model is modified by including a mass - acceleration term in the force equilibrium
equations to account for the dynamics and any 3-dimensional movement of each such microtubule
fiber in time. The equations used enforce conservation of linear and rotational momentum on each
microtubule fiber and in addition impose a condition of extensibility on the length of each
microtubule fiber. The extensibility condition takes into account the microtubule fiber’s growth in
length over time and is governed in part through accretion / growth criteria that capture the “living
mass” growth and serve as a platform for including the corresponding dominant biological
processes and molecular mechanisms. Figure 2.1 shows an image of a section of a representative
3-dimensional model invadopodium. This model invadopodium of micron-scale diameter is
composed internally of multitudes of microtubule fibers of nanometers-scale diameters that are
oriented longitudinally along its curvilinear length. Figure 2.2 provides an oblique end-view
3-dimensional perspective of this same model invadopodium, simply re-oriented with the near end
appearing larger and the far end appearing smaller in this perspective, in order that the
nanometers-scale-diameter microtubule fibers can be more readily seen at least toward the near
end in this perspective.

Figure 2.1. Section of a representative 3-dimensional model invadopodium in first-stage modeling efforts.
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Figure 2.2. Oblique end-view perspective of the same 3-dimension model iinvadopodium shown in Figure
2.1 with a number of microtubule fibers readily apparent and distinguishable at the near end.
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Fibrous Collagen Material: Leather Treated with Tocopherol
CHENG-KING LIU
United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service
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As a fibrous collagen material, leather is economically significant because it is a major coproduct
derived from the meat industry. Although the majority of leather is tanned using Cr-III salts,
environmental concerns over the use and disposal of chrome-tanned leather encourage the use of
chrome-free leather, particularly in the European automotive leather markets. The objective of current study
is to develop an environmentally friendly finishing process that will improve the UV- and heat resistance of
chrome-free leather made with a glutaraldehyde tanning process.
Glutaraldehyde tanning was developed by Filachione et al. in the Eastern Regional Research Center
(ARS, ERRC) in the early 1960’s. It has become the most common alternative tanning agent to chrome
salts, because it is less expensive, is readily available and is highly soluble in aqueous solution. In recent
years, it has been the dominant tanning agent for preparation of chrome-free leather. The chemistry of
fixation of glutaraldehyde to collagen is not fully understood. Presumably, it involves crossslinking by the
reaction of an aldehyde group with an amino group of lysine or hydroxylysine or an aldol condensation
between two adjacent aldehydes.
Presently there is an increasing demand for the domestic production of automotive leather. The quality
of chrome-free leather such as glutaraldehyde-tanned leather in some respects is inferior to that of
chrome-tanned leather, for example in colorfastness and thermal stability. Leather for car interiors is
required to meet exceptionally high quality standards. Consumers expect leather to be able to withstand
exposure to extreme and varying temperatures, light, moisture and mechanical loading conditions over
time. Most automobile leather is colored to improve its appearance and aesthetic value. Sunlight on other
hand is a powerful form of energy that can break up the colored molecules into smaller pieces and can cause
a yellowing or bleaching effect. If chrome-free leather is used for instrument panels and consoles, the
problem of shrinkage due to poor heat resistance is especially acute, as temperatures well over 100°C can be
reached. The poor lightfastness of crust leathers prevents the use of light pigments or dyes and, therefore,
more natural looking or aniline finishes for leather are difficult to achieve. When using such leather in
automotive applications, these inadequacies are of paramount importance, and they need to be studied to
find ways of producing lightfast leather with improved thermostability.
Antioxidants are often included in sunscreens as free-radical scavengers. Tocopherol (vitamin E) is a
potent free radical scavenger and a highly protective agent against UV skin damage. It is a light yellow
colored oil and a fat-soluble vitamin. The principal role of tocopherol as an antioxidant must be to
neutralize free radicals that could initiate a chain reaction, resulting in the formation of peroxides and
products of their subsequent degradation. Thermal stability of leather may be improved by using
antioxidants such as tocopherol to protect against thermal oxidation, thereby improving the stability of the
triple helical structure of collagen molecules. We recently experimented with the application of
α-tocopherol to the grain layer of chrome-tanned leather. Results showed that chrome-tanned leather treated
with α-tocopherol yielded a significant improvement in mechanical strength and softness and, more
importantly, increased strength retention and color fading resistance against UV radiation and heat.
However, how the α-tocopherol treatments affect the fine structure of collagen fibers is unknown. Collagen
fibers are the building blocks of leather. The need to study the fine structure of collagen fibers has led us to
employ a polarizing microscope to measure the birefringence of fibers and thereby gain insights on the
effects of UV and heat on the fine structure of fibers.
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The current study focuses on the non-chrome-tanned (chrome-free) leather made with a glutaraldehyde
tanning process. We applied α-tocopherol to the grain layer of leather and also studied the addition of
tocopherol to the fatliquoring process. Following exposure in a Fade-Ometer, the treated samples were
evaluated by colorimetry and mechanical testing for the efficacy of UV- and heat resistance. A polarizing
microscope equipped with a Berek compensator was employed to determine the birefringence of the
untreated and treated leather collagen fibers to determine the treatment effects on the degree of orientation.
Data showed that coating leather with α-tocopherol significantly improves the color fading resistance and
strength retention against UV radiation and high temperature.
Besides coating the leather samples with tocopherol, a set of experiments was also conducted by
adding tocopherol to the fatliquoring drum. As demonstrated in Figure 1 the absorbed tocopherol increases
as the tocopherol offered in the drum increases. The colorfastness test results from those wet-treatments are
not as good as offered by the coated samples. As illustrated in Figure 2, the colorfastness (determined by
color change measurements) shows some degree of improvement, but the beneficial effects of tocopherol
are not as obvious as the coated samples. On the other hand, the increase in the strength retention ratio is
rather evident as with the percent tocopherol offered in the drum increases, as shown in Figure 3. Tests also
indicated that the samples fatliquored with tocopherol have greater elongation retention. This is largely due
to the lubrication function of tocopherol, with which the leather fibers readily slip over one another, thereby
increasing the extensibility of leather.
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Fig. 1: Tocopherol absorption.
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Fig 2: Color change.

Fig. 3: Tensile strength retention.

Our future work will explore the mixed α-, ß-, and γ-tocopherol for UV and heat resistance treatments,
the mixed isomers are less costly than α-tocopherol alone. On the other hand, we will also investigate the
fine structure of treated leather fibers to gain a better understanding of the structure/properties relationship.
Moreover, we will investigate the effectiveness of tocotrienols, which are believed to be stronger
antioxidants than tocopherols. The tocotrienols differ from the tocopherols in the chemical nature of the
side chain (tail). Tocopherols have a saturated phytyl side chain, whereas tocotrienols have an unsaturated
isoprenoid or farnesyl side chain possessing three double bonds.
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Fibers with Nanoparticulate Carbon
Prabir K. Patra, Steven B. Warner, Yong K. Kim, Shamal Mhetre and Ceyhan Celik
Materials and Textiles, College of Engineering, University of Massachusetts - Dartmouth
We report here the processing and structure of two nanocomposite fiber materials, both containing
electrically conductive carbon, and their corresponding mechanical and electrical properties.
One fiber contained up to 1 wt % multi-wall carbon nanotubes embedded in a matrix of in-situ
polymerized nylon 6. The other fiber contained 5 wt % nanographite platelets added to a polymer
solution, dried, and melt extruded to produce a matrix of an amorphous, miscible blend of 85.5 wt
% a-polystyrene and 9.5 wt % poly(p-phenylene ether). In both cases, efforts were taken to
promote good mixing, although no surface treatments were conducted. Also, MWNT and
nanoplatelets were oriented by drawing down the matrix polymer during fiber formation, up to 3X
for the nylon and up to 35X for the PS/PPE.
SEM studies confirmed the nanotube orientation along the fiber axis and that the MWNTs
were well separated. DSC studies indicated the presence of interactions between nylon 6 polymer
and MWNTs; crystallization occurred at a significantly lower undercooling in polymer containing
the nanotubes than in the control. The results suggest that although the nanotubes were not surface
treated, the nylon matrix interacted with the graphite-like surfaces of the nanotubes.
The viscosity average molecular weights for the neat nylon 6 polymer and nanocomposite
samples were calculated using the Mark-Houwink equation. The viscosity average molecular
weight was significantly lower in samples containing the carbon nanotubes; Mv decreased by about
13 % with 0.5 wt. % MWNTs and by about 23 % with 1 wt. % MWNTs. In general, samples
containing the low molecular weight nylon and the full 1 wt % nanotubes were inferior, but the
modest increase in mechanical properties provided by the 0.5 wt % nanotubes was disappointing.
The PS/PPO nanoplatelet graphite samples were prepared by ball milling and sieving
previously intercalated and exfoliated graphite. The rather large (up to 30 micrometer)
nanographite platelets were moderately aligned with the fiber axis, which occurred while the
polymer itself was aligned during drawdown. The electrical conductivity of the oriented filaments
was about 10-4 S/cm – about what other researchers have measured in comparable unoriented
systems.. t seems as though the longer free path for electrons along the length of the fiber in
oriented particles was less important than the essentially unchanged nature of the particle-particle
electrical connectivity.
The conductive graphite network did not collapse during drawdown, which led to small
protrusions on the fiber surface. SEM examination of fracture surfaces was consistent with the lack
of bonding between particle and polymer, i.e. there was no interaction between graphite like
surfaces and polymer (1). The lack of polymer/particle bonding led to sharply reduced mechanical
properties and no change in glass transition temperature.
The oral presentation will provide tables of data and photomicrographs of the results, plus the
mathematical analysis that led to the conclusions cited above and more.
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Spider Dragline Silk―A High Performance Biological Material:
A New Level of Structure Investigation
Xiaojun He and Michael S. Ellison
School of Materials Science & Engineering, Clemson University, SC 29634-0971

Introduction
Spiders can produce as many as six kinds of silk, each with distinctive mechanical
properties owing to differences in the underlying protein composition and associated higher order
structures. Among these silks, the dragline silk, which is produced in the major ampullate glands of
orb-weaving spiders, has been the material of choice for most spider silk studies because of its
impressive combination of strength and toughness. Unlike other native or synthetic fibers, which
supercontract only at high temperature under harsh solutions, dragline silk can supercontract by
simply being immersed into water at room temperature. The resultant fiber has a dramatically
different set of mechanical properties compared to the original spider silk [1]. Thus, understanding
how the primary gene sequence dictates the physical property of the dragline silk is critical if one
wishes to produce genetically engineered silk-mimetic proteins.
The physics of Raman spectroscopy renders it a non-invasive, nondestructive method with
which to investigate the morphology of polymers and other materials. With the introduction of
fiber optics to Raman instrumentation, remote, in-situ measurements became possible making this
spectroscopy an invaluable method for understanding the behavior of dragline silk in selected
environments, viz., mechanical deformation, solvent denaturation, by providing information on
conformational events associated with amino acid residues present in dragline silk.

Side-chain mobility in dragline silk under tensile deformation
Morphology transformation in dragline silk was investigated by a detailed analysis of in-situ
Raman spectra collected on the N. clavipes spider dragline silk subjected to steps of tensile
deformation at an extension rate of 15mm/min. The spectrum region around 1100 cm-1 was
sensitive to conformational changes in dragline silk. Of interest in our work were the peaks at 1062
cm-1, 1080 cm-1 and 1089 cm-1, assigned to the trans conformation without lateral coupling, the
gauche conformation and the random configuration of amino acid side-chains, respectively.
Intermolecular hydrogen bonding involving the hydroxyl group of the tyrosyl residue was shown
to play a significant role in regulating the conformations of the amino acid side-chain of the silk
peptide. Quantitative analysis showed that there was a sudden increase in the ratio of the intensity
of the 1062 cm-1 band to that of the 1080 cm-1 band at certain strain levels, which we assert to be
due to a conformation transition from the random configuration to the trans conformation. Our
dynamic study suggested that this was the dominant conformational transition in silk with a
side-chain transition temperature close to the room temperature.
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Effect of water absorption on physical structure of dragline silk
Denaturation of silk protein induced by water has been regarded as the disorientation of
β-sheet crystals resulting from the conformation changes in the intercrystal linker phase [1]. In this
part of our study, Raman spectroscopy with polarized radiation was performed on the original silk
and on silks subjected to restrained supercontraction. The polarization anisotropy displayed by the
1400 cm-1 band, due to the Hα bending and Cα-C stretching in β-poly(alanine), and the 905 cm-1
band, originating from Cα-CH3 stretching in the alanine block [2], was exploited to estimate
β-sheet crystal orientation. Our results indicated that β-sheet crystal orientation decreased with
increase in extent of supercontraction, which is in agreement with the assertion that the length of
the contracted silk fiber is affected by the alignment of β-sheet crystals. Moreover, spectral
observations imply that conformational events other than β-sheet crystal disorientation might be
involved in the supercontraction process. One such conformational event may be β-spiral
formation arising from the GPGGX repeat. We investigated this possibility through a comparative
study of flagelliform silk, which is endowed with a repeat similar to that of major ampullate silk.
Spectral changes near 1300-1400 cm-1 have profound implications for the conformational mobility
associated with side-chain ends. The high energy conformation gg was indicated by the 1353 cm-1
band which diminisheed in intensity upon hydration; in contrast, a new band at 1365 cm-1, due to
the gt conformation, increased in intensity with increased extent of contraction from 0% to full
contraction, which implied that the gg conformation might account for the “frozen in” structure
driving the supercontraction.
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Microtacticity and Related Problems of Poly(acrylonitrile)
in Relation to the Production of Superior Carbon Fiber
Masatomo Minagawa1
1
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Department of Polymer Science and Engineering,
Faculty of Engineering, Yamagata University,
Yonezawa 992-8510;
2
Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University,
Kumatori 590-0494, Japan

Tacticity problems of poly(acrylonitrile) (PAN) prepared by various free radical and anionic
polymereizations were critically discussed. 13C and 1H NMR spectroscopy revealed that (1)
reported assignments on the tacticity in the 1950-70's are incorrect, and (2) the syndiotactic
configuration cannot be attained in the way earlier papers suggest. It is impossible to assume that
(3) acrylonitrile (AN) has the same reactivity as that of other vinyl monomers such as vinyl
chloride (VC) and methyl methacrylate (MMA). The quite specific AN polymerization
mechanisms were clarified. (4) The significance of microtacticity in the heat-treatment of PAN
was discussed in relation to the production of superior carbon fiber from PAN. (5) Quantitative
information on the fused-ring structure can be obtained by using PAN with radioactive species,
such as -(CD2-CD(CN))n-.
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Critical Factors in the Discovery and Development of New Fibers

James Economy

In this paper I use some of our research on design of new fibers as a basis for identifying
critical factors in the discovery and development of new fibers. In particular I will start with some
of our earlier work on Chemical Conversion of a Precursor Fiber (CCPF), which was stimulated in
the 1960's-early 1970's by the many challenges being put forth by the US Government for improved
fibers for advanced composites, flame resistant materials, superconducting fibers, fibers for
environmental control and improved insulating fibers. In this program we generated at least 15 new
fibers each directed at one of the themes enumerated in the previous sentence. Several examples
will be presented to illustrate the specific issues pertinent to the success and failure of these fibers.
I then will turn to our recent work on new fibers for environmental control including highly
adsorbent fibers, ion exchange and chelating fibers, and fibers with bactericidal features. The
distinguishing characteristics of these fibers is that they are all prepared on a glass fiber substrate.
This acts to sharply reduce the cost of preparation as well as greatly improving the wear resistance.
In addition, such fibers have greatly improved performance and typically can remove trace
contaminants to well below 1 ppb. This is well below the values established by EPA for removal of
a wide range of impurities such as benzene, atrazine, lead, mercury, arsenic, etc. In fact these values
are all below the level at which we can measure by the best available analytical techniques.
With any remaining time I would like to make a few comments on the challenges provided
for improved flame resistant fibers and improved high modulus organic fibers.
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Production of an electrically conductive tissue scaffold via electrospinning
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Department of Biomedical Engineering, North Carolina State University
Correspondence: Russell Gorga regorga@ncsu.edu
College of Textiles, NCSU Campus Box 8301 Raleigh, NC 27695-8301

Developments in nanotechnology have produced fibers with diameters in the range of nano to
micrometers through the electrospinning process. Since their inception, nanofibers have held a prevalent
role in biomedical engineering as drug delivery devices and scaffold replacements for tissue engineering, due
to their high porosity and high volume to surface area ratio. Tissue engineering allows functional living
tissue to be fabricated using living cells, which require a matrix of scaffolding called an extra cellular matrix
(ECM) to guide tissue development. Typically tissue engineering involves cells, an extra cellular matrix,
which can be synthetic or natural, and growth factors including hormones and proteins[1]. Cells experience
three major types of stimulation within the ECM, which include chemical, mechanical, and electrical stimuli.
These stimulations encourage cellular proliferation and differentiation, which are essential to viable tissue
formation. Many approaches have been explored to incorporate these types of stimuli to develop a working
model for tissue cultures. In past work, it has been noted by Yasuda, Fukada, Becker, and Bassett that by
applying an external current to cells, scientists would be able to promote bone remodeling and development
for osteoblasts or bone cells. The main goal of this research is to create a conductive scaffolding for the
tissue engineering of mesenchymal stem cells into the osteogenesis process through proof of “Yasuda’s
Hypothesis” that an applied current to bone cells will generate bone remodeling and development[2].
The tissue scaffold that we are developing is a nanocomposite of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
containing a weight percentage of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT). The nanocomposite will be
developed through the electrospinning process where the MWNT are dispersed in the PVA solution and then
electrospun to produce a nanofibrous mat that affords a high surface area to volume ratio to produce a very
porous scaffold.
The nanofiber scaffold will be analyzed through scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction, tensile strength tests, as well as dynamic mechanical analysis
(DMA) to develop an understanding of the scaffold’s morphology and mechanical properties. Previous work
by Gorga has focused on the afore mentioned types of analysis, but this current work will also include
analysis of conductivity and cellular interaction with the scaffold[3].
An apparatus has been developed that will apply an indirect electric field to the scaffold with
minimal interaction by encompassing a capacitor to carefully apply a voltage across the substrate that
contains the mesenchymal stem cells. The cells will be seeded onto the sterilized substrate and treated with
members of the transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) family of growth factors. From here, the
investigation will focus on optimizing the effects of the electric field for cellular confluency and the
secretion of extra cellular matrix proteins.
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Electrospun Bicomponent Fibers for Soft Tissue Engineering

A.K. Moghe, J.M. Guck, B.S Gupta, M.W. King
College of Textiles, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695, USA

The demand for novel nanostructures in areas such as biotechnology, telecommunications and
computing has increased enormously in recent years1. In particular, the electrospun nanofiber
structures, using a natural or a synthetic biodegradable polymer, have drawn increased interest for
use as scaffolds for tissue engineering. Electrospun nonwoven webs containing sub-micron level
fibers serve as near ideal substrates to grow soft tissues in that they provide a unique structure
characterized by a high surface area to volume ratio and three-dimensional interconnected pore
network, both of which enhance cell attachment and proliferation2. Additionally, it is widely
accepted that the electrospinning technique makes it possible to generate structures that resemble
native structures of extracellular matrix (ECM) elements3. However, the use of either a natural
polymer or a synthetic polymer alone, limits the range of properties that can be obtained from the
structure. Therefore, combining natural and synthetic polymers to produce materials that have novel
hybrid properties at sub-micron level looks promising and is timely, since an ideal scaffold still
does not exist.
The primary reason for using natural polymers is that they are inherently capable of binding cells
since they carry specific protein sequences such as RGD (Arginine/ Glycine/ Aspartic acid)4.
Synthetic biodegradable polymers provide the necessary mechanical properties such as the
viscoelasticity and the strength, and their degradation rate can be controlled precisely as needed5.
Accordingly, combining the two materials in a clever design involving nano size fibers has the
potential of taking the tissue engineering research to a much higher level of success. Furthermore,
such nanofiber structures using different sets of polymers may prove to be valuable for a variety of
other applications, such as drug delivery, optical fibers, and circuit board nanocables.
A novel idea in developing scaffolds is to use core-sheath structure with two different polymers that
degrade at different rates. The idea of the co-axial electrospraying for encapsulation of liquid
droplets was introduced by Loscertales et al6 and has been successfully applied, independently, to
electrospinning of composite and hollow fibers by several groups7-11. The objectives in this work
are to apply the co-axial electrospinning method to develop novel scaffolds for tissue engineering;
study the effects of the processing variables that control the diameter of the core, the thickness of
the sheath relative to the core, the overall diameter of bi-component fibers, and the effects of the
material variables that affect the in vitro degradation rate of sheath and core with respect to their
dimensions; and to investigate the mechanical properties of the resulting hybrid nonwoven webs.
The coaxial spinning system utilizing ‘syringe inside syringe’ design has been prepared and the
feasibility study of the core-sheath electrospinning has been performed using commonly available
polymers such as Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) and Polyethylene Oxide (PEO). Figure 1 shows the
cross section of one of the fibers observed under TEM in which a bicomponent structure can be
seen clearly.
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Another method used to characterize the core-sheath
structure of the fibers involves X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS). XPS is mainly a surface
characterization technique that maps the elements present
up to 10 monolayers below the surface. In the spectra
obtained for PVA, PEO and the composite electrospun
fibers, the carbon peaks for PVA and composite (sheath0.5 µm
PVA and core-PEO) fibers match significantly and are
different from that observed in PEO spectrum, supporting
Figure 1: TEM of the cross-section of the the fact that the PEO is completely encapsulated as a core
bicomponent fiber (Sheath-PVA and Core- material. The other important morphological data such as
PEO)
the sheath and core dimensions and their uniformity, and
the effects of material and processing variables on these
are, currently, being pursued.
In a parallel effort to identify the suitable materials for producing tissue-engineering scaffolds,
Polycaprolactone (PCL) has been selected as a synthetic material. The reasons for the selection of
the material include availability, low cost, nontoxicity and relatively slow degradation rate2. PCL
has been successfully electrospun using Chloroform- methanol (3:1) mixture as a solvent. The
scaffolds produced are under test for cell adhesion and proliferation studies involving hepatocyte
cultures.
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Symposium: Applications of Electroactive and Photonic Polymers
to Textile Materials―Current State of the Art
Richard V. Gregory
Dean’s Office, College of Sciences,
Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia 23529

A brief history of the development and application of electroactive and photonic polymers to
fiber systems with further examination of some important potential applications of these materials
to “smart textiles” in the form of optical or electronic devices will be presented. The consequences
of developed morphology from various processing techniques on the optical and electronic
properties of electroactive polymers formed into fibers or coated onto natural or synthetic fibers as
films will also be discussed. The actual effectiveness of these developed electrical and optical
properties based on the developed underlying structure for potential use as micro lasing systems or
as fiber based electronic devices in all organic electrooptic will also be a focus of this presentation.
The optical properties of new recently synthesized monomers developed in our laboratories for use
as polymeric organic microring lasers, having potential use in the development of fiber based
optical logic circuit lasing devices, will also be presented.
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Intelligence in Textiles: A Presentation on the Global Interactive
Advanced Fiber Research Effort
Michael S. Ellison
Clemson University

Commodity commercialization of textile materials that are interactive with the environment
is a long way off. Nonetheless, the global research community is well on the way to understanding
the fundamental barriers to success in this regard. In addition to the multiplicity of research
communities around the world, the field itself envelopes many disparate disciplines, and invites
participation by those with previously unrelated expertise. The objective of this presentation is an
exposé of the current research in several of the labs around the world involved in research of
advanced fiber materials with interactive potential.
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Surface characterization based on modal analysis of a
tribometer “blade – disk”
Cyril Marsiquet, Stéphane Fontaine, Marc Renner
Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Industries Textiles de Mulhouse, University of Mulhouse,
11, rue Alfred Werner,68093 Mulhouse CEDEX, France.
Email: cyril.marsiquet@uha.fr

Abstract
This study concerns the characterization of the surface state of textiles on a tribometer “blade – disc”[1] and
the possibility to link this measurement to the traditional parameters that characterize a surface state. The
results which are presented show that this method is able to clearly classify the tested surfaces according to
their structure and that the adherence as well as roughness are essential factors for the characterization of a
textile surface.

Introduction
For different technical fields like textile, it is important to determine precisely the surface state of a material.
In order to answer to this need, a method [1] has been developed. This method is based on the modal analysis
of a very thin metallic plate that rubs on the tested surface. Strain gauges are fixed on this thin plate and
measure its vibrations. A FFT of the temporal signal gives a spectrum, knowing that an average of several
spectra gives an autospectrum. Since the frequencies of peaks are eigen values, these later (Fig 0-1) depend
on the material, on the geometry as well as on the size of the plate. The vibration energies of modes provide
us criteria where roughness, hardness of asperities and adherence are mixed. In order to characterize a
surface state, it is necessary to separate these informations (roughness, hardness and adherence) to link them
up to tribological characteristics of the tested surfaces.
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Fig 0-1 : blade photograph (left) and example of an autospectrum (right)

Experimental
In order to separate the different phenomena (roughness, hardness and adherence), different kinds of surfaces such as
nonwovens, woven and knitted fabrics and a sheet of paper have been studied. Their description are available in the
table 3–1.
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Name of the
Surface

Structure Material

Plain weave fabric TJ Plain weave

unknown

Nonwoven J1

Nonwoven

PET

Nonwoven NT-R

Nonwoven

unknown

Nonwoven glass fibers Nonwoven

Name of the Surface Structure Material
Twill µ-fibers PET

Twill

PET Micro

Sheet of paper

Cellulose

Cellulose

Plain cashmere fabric-1 Plain weave Cashmere

Glass

Twill cashmere fabric-2

Twill

Cashmere

Velvet

unknown

Twill cashmere fabric-3

Twill

Cashmere

Twill cotton fabric

Twill

Cotton

Twill cashmere fabric-4

Twill

Cashmere

Plain cotton fabric

Plain weave

Cotton

Twill cashmere fabric-5

Twill

Cashmere

Velvet fabric

Table 0-1 : Surfaces characteristics

Parameters like friction (μ), roughness (Ra) and hardness (H), have been estimated with the Kawabata
Evaluation’s System for fabrics (KES FB3,4) [2]. Moreover, hairiness of the samples have been measured on
an optical pilemeter [3] developed in our lab. The samples have been also measured on the “blade – disk”
tribometer.

Results – tribometer « blade-disk »
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Fig 4-1 : Cross representation - mode 3 =f (mode 1)
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Fig 4-2 : Cross representation - mode 3 =f (mode 1) (Zoom)

First, the results (fig 4-1 and 4-2) show that the surfaces can be easily discriminated and that classes of
surfaces naturally appear : ( classes 1,2,3 on fig 4-1). Second, we will show, during the communication, that
clear links can be established between the informations given by the vibrational energies of the modes and
the measured parameters on KES apparels (µ, Ra, H) and that the presented method is easier to use and more
sensitive than the KES one.

Conclusions
This work concerns the fine characterization of surface state of different kinds of surface (fabrics, paper,
nonwovens) and proposes a method sensitive enough to estimate surfaces in term of friction , roughness, and
hardness. Owing to a tribometer “blade – disk” developed in our lab. The oulooks of this work are both the
characterization of the touch of textiles and the surfaces destined to specific technical applications.
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1. Short introduction and the purpose of the research
The hygroscopic expansion is a reversible modification of fabric dimensions that takes place when
the amount of moisture in wool fibres is changed. These fibres are hydrophilic, this means that they
have a high absorbing ability of water vapour, this causing a modification of their external
dimensions. When wool fabrics acquire moisture, their dimensions increase, coming back to the
original ones when they loose it.
The problem of fabric dimensional stability, mainly of those for outer wool clothes and during the
garment making operations which need to apply water vapour, has always been the separation line
between textile and garment industries. The tendency to wear lighter fabrics, the generalised use of
KD decatising process and the progressive development of garment engineering made that reality
more critical.
During the last years, it has been a subject of research the objective evaluation of subjective
properties of fabrics. The most common example is the objective evaluation of fabric handle, for
which several mechanical and physical parameters contribute, that also influences the fabric
behaviour during garment making and wear, mainly those that are measured by the F.A.S.T. system.
This work was done based on a large number of wool and blended fabrics. Experiments were
carried out using the F.A.S.T. system to evaluate the fabric hygroscopic expansion.
As fabric hygroscopic expansion is a function of its technical construction, the objective of this
study is to correlate the “hygroscopic expansion” property with its structural characteristics, in order
to find the best statistical models that explain the relationship, as well as the fabric construction
variables which most influence the behaviour of fabric to hygroscopic expansion. Thus, it is
intended to have means to optimise, as a function of wear, the performance of fabrics concerning
hygroscopic expansion, for this being enough to correctly manipulate the proper structural
characteristics.
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2. Methodics and analytical methods used
The study [1] is done with 82 wool and blended fabrics, 51 worsted and 31 woollen fabrics, having
different structural characteristics. The only one, which is common to all fabrics, is the existence of
wool in their compositions. Thus, selected fabrics have different compositions, weight per square
meter, yarn types, opacity, weave and finish, so that they are representative of industrial fabrics of
the wool industry.
Based on the tested structural characteristics and mathematically relating some of them, we find
parameters that contribute for the complete definition of fabric construction: Twist Factor (CTt),
Weave Coefficient (CL), Weave Type (TL), Average Float (Amed), Cover Factor (FaC), Opacity
(CoT) and Porosity (Po). The kind of finish (TA) was also determined according to a 1 to 5 scale as
a function of the fabric felting degree.
Considering that FAST system, reference is made to bending rigidity (FB), extensibility to
100gf/cm (F100), formability (FF), hygral expansion (FHE), relaxation shrinkage (FRS), shear
rigidity (FG), surface thickness (FST) and released surface thickness (FSTR).

3. Results
The best equations found to explain the fabric hygroscopic expansion property and respective
determination coefficients (R2) and significance levels (P) are shown in table II.

Table 1 - Explanation equations for fabric hygroscopic expansion property.
Fabric
Family
Classic
and
Global
Classic
and
Woollen
Classic
and
Worsted

Equation

R2 (%)

P (%)

FHE = 3,4+0,07FaC+0,8F20-0,1IFaC
-0,04PE-0,02CTt

86,5

0,1

Accuracy
level
Good

FHE = 2,0+0,2TA-0,04PE+0,3EA
+0,7F20+0,2FaC-0,2IFaC+0,2Amed

87,8

0,1

Good

FHE = 1,8+0,6NC-0,04PE-0,03CTt
+1,2F20

90,9

0,1

High
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Surface Modification of Microporous Polyurethane Membrane with
Poly(ethylene glycol) to Develop a New Membrane
Kuitian Tan and S. Kay Obendorf
Department of Textiles and Apparel, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 14853

Surgical gowns and drapes are used as barriers to protect patients and to help healthcare
professionals reduce the risk of occupational exposure to bloodborne pathogens. Surgical gowns
currently available provide the necessary protection, but they are known to be uncomfortable due to
the low water vapor transmission rate (WVTR). Microporous membranes were designed to allow
the water vapor to pass through the tiny holes while being resistant to the strikethrough of
challenging liquids. However, the water-entry pressure is very low and capillary wicking of the
challenging liquids cannot be avoided totally.
Practical application of polymeric membranes has been dramatically extended by membrane
fabrications and post-casting modifications that control the pore size and functionalize the
membrane surfaces. In order to balance the protection and comfort properties, microporous
polyurethane membranes were used as the host substrates with potential applications as moisture
responsive barrier membranes in protective clothing for medical and chemical workers.[0] A new
membrane with pores that were responsive to moisture/liquid content was developed by grafting
different molecular weights of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) onto the polyurethane membrane
surface through a two-step process, which optimized barrier protection of the membrane with little
or no sacrifice of its higher WVTR property,
Surface grafting was confirmed by the attenuated total reflectance mode fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR), and the appropriate grafting time and temperature were determined
accordingly. Hydrophilicity of the microporous polyurethane membranes was improved after
surface modification with PEG. Results from image analysis and flow porometry showed that the
PEG grafting occurred not only on the membrane surface, but also within the pores on the pore
surfaces, thus reducing the pore sizes which are expected to reduce the penetration of challenge
liquids and bloodborne pathogens. Results from the flow porometry analysis also indicated that
after the surface modification, the membrane barrier properties were greatly enhanced by reducing
the constricted part of the through pores to be smaller than the size of the pathogen surrogate which
is 27 nm. WVTR measurements indicated that the pores of the modified membrane were responsive
to the moisture stimuli; and both the response time and the final water vapor transmission rates were
dependent on the molecular weights of the grafted PEG. Statistical analysis results showed that the
surface modifications did not alter the mechanical properties of the membranes.
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EFFECT OF FABRIC GEOMETRY ON ELECTRICAL
CONDUCTIVITY OF THE FABRICS
A. Chellapandi, V.R. Giri Dev, R. Neelakandan, M. Madhusoothanan
Department of Textile Technology, A. C. College of Technology,
Anna University, Chennai-25, Tamilnadu, India

The evolution of electronics has resulted in development of devices, which operates faster
and faster. With improved properties and increased functionality these devices has grown manifold
times in the reason past. However, this evolution has resulted in a particular problem named as
Electro Static Discharge (ESD), which has now resulted in devices being more electrically sensitive
than before. Investigations around the globe has shown that 30 to 50 % failure of electronic
products detected during manufacturing is due to a typical case of electrical over stress of which
ESD is one type.
Electrical charges present on the operators clothing are a source of ESD in the
manufacturing environment. These charges are typically accumulated when operator is moving, that
is by tribo-electric effects (rubbing or separation of two different materials). In such cases ESD
garments are now being used to prevent ESD damage to electronics but also to prevent the
electronics from being damaged by dust particles.
Most of the garments used in the industrial environment are synthetic fibres and are prone to
static charges due to their hydrophobicity and electrically insulating properties. Under a typical dry
state condition accumulation of static charge can lead to potential fire or explosion hazard apart
from electrostatic discharge into the sensitive electronic devices as mentioned in the previous
paragraph. To overcome this problem researchers have either used conductive fibres, conductive
fillers, fibres coated with metals or conductive polymers. Among all the conductive polymers
polyaniline (PANI) and its co-polymers have been widely used due to their ease of protonic acid
doping in emeraldine form and its environmental stability in both undoped and doped form.
Various attempts to apply polyaniline to polymeric materials such as film and fabric have been
made but, the technology is yet to be perfected. The performance or in other words the conductivity
of the coated fabrics depends on polymerisation conditions, amount of conducting polymer on the
surface of the fabric apart from fabric geometry. More research effort has been put up on the former
compared to that of latter. In this study the effect of woven fabric geometry on conductivity of
polyaniline coated polyester fabrics were studied and are discussed.
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Benzyl-Celluloses and Cottons blended with Azide-Alkyne
3+2 Cycloaddition Polymers and Epoxy Monomers
SeChin Chang;1 Navzer D. Sachinvala;1 Nicolette Prevost;1 and William Jarrett2
1
2

Southern Regional Research Center, USDA-ARS 1100 Robert E. Lee, Blvd, New Orleans, LA
Department of Polymer Science, University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MS

In order to develop new high volumes uses of cellulose and cotton, a series of reactive benzylcellulose and benzyl-cotton derivatives were prepared (Figure 1) to investigate their chemical and
physical properties. Later we want to blend them with compatible monomers (epoxies and
isocyanates) and polymers so composites, films, and membranes with cellulosic polymers and fibers
can be prepared for existing and new applications. Towards this goal, we used the method of Daly
and Caldwell (Journal of Polymer Science: Polymer Letters Ed., 1979, 17, 55-63) to prepare benzyl
cellulose and benzyl cottons, and extended the work to demonstrate nitrobenzylation and reduction
with indium in ethanol to afforded amino benzyl derivatives of cellulose and cotton.
Figure 1: Synthesis of Benzyl Celluloses
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In addition, we prepared triazole elastomer 5 via [3+2] cycloaddition polymerization of PEOdiazide 3, and diporpargylether of bisphenol-A 4. In this presentation we will discuss the synthesis,
characterization, and new use development of these new macromers, polymers, and fibers.
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Dynamic clothing thermal insulation and moisture vapour
resistance under body motion and environmental conditions

Jintu Fan* and Xiaoming Qian
Institute of Textiles and Clothing, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University,
Hung Hong, Kowloon, Hong Kong
* Corresponding author email: tcfanjt@inet.polyu.edu.hk

Clothing thermal insulation and moisture vapour resistance are two important parameters for
clothing thermal comfort. These two parameters vary with body motion and environmental
conditions. For functional clothing design, selection of clothing for different end uses and
environmental engineering, it is important to predict these two parameters under varying body
motions and environmental conditions. This paper reports on the establishment and validation of
two new models for the prediction of dynamic clothing thermal insulation and moisture vapor
resistance under body motion and environmental conditions from those measured when the wearer
is standing in the “still” air condition. The first model is a simple, but effective direct regression
model, which is based on direct statistical regression of experimental data, the second is a quasiphysical model, which incorporates the fundamental mechanisms of heat and mass transfer through
clothing.
These two new models are also compared with existing models in terms of prediction accuracy
and suitability of applications. The advantages and limitations of the different models are discussed.
With respect to the prediction of clothing thermal insulation, the study showed that, except for the
heavy and highly enclosed winter ensembles, both the new direct regression model and the new
quasi-physical model provide very good prediction with the percentage of fit (R2) of 0.95 and 0.94,
respectively. For heavy and highly enclosed clothing ensembles (with the static thermal insulation
greater than 0.4 m2oC/W or 2.6 clo), the new quasi-physical model by using a model parameter
(KVI) specific for the heavy and enclosed winter ensembles provides better prediction.
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A SMART SENSOR FOR INDUCED STRESSES MEASUREMENT IN AUTOMOTIVE TEXTILES
Emilie Dréan, Laurence Schacher, François Bauer, Dominique Adolphe
Laboratoire de Physique et Mécanique Textiles (FRE CNRS 2636)
11 rue Alfred Werner
68 093 MULHOUSE cedex

Institut franco-allemand de recherches de Saint-Louis
5 rue du Général Cassagnou
68 301 SAINT-LOUIS

Induced stresses in fabrics play a major role in their mechanical properties. In fact, control and adjustment of
these stresses during fabrication can improve comfort of finished product. But because of size problems,
adapted sensors have not been developed yet. The key of the problem is therefore the design of textiles with
integrated sensors which could be called "smart textiles".
Polyvinylidene fluorure (PVDF) and its copolymers exhibit tailorable ferroelectric, piezoelectric and structural
properties [1]. PVDF polymer sensors, studied at ISL since 1975, are films able to provide nanosecond, timeresolved stress measurements, thanks to a patented polarisation process [2] which confers reproducible
properties to PVDF. These film-sensors could directly be integrated in a fabric and used for pressure
measurement for example.
The "smart textile" has been designed in using automotive textiles, and particularly seat cover fabrics. A seat
cover is a particular fabric called "complex", composed of three layers, i.e. a polyester fabric, a polyurethane
foam and a polyamide knitting. The three layers are linked thanks to a laminating process. A sensor can
therefore easily be integrated between two layers of the "complex".
COMPRESSION PROPERTIES OF COMPLEX

As seat cover fabrics are the most often compressed, a characterization in compression is firstly necessary
to understand their behaviour. Measurements were performed with the compression device of the Kawabata
Evaluation System [3] in textile standard conditions and at a speed of 0.2 mm/s.

Fabric

Figure 1: Compression curve of a satin weave "complex"

velvet 2 knitting velvet 1

satin
weave

Thickness (mm)

7.7

3.04

6.23

6.78

Compression energy
(Nm/m2)

12.61

0.666

7.598

10.41

Resiliency (%)

48.05

56.22

42.10

56.28

Compressibility ratio
(%)

5.71

11.63

36.64

45.24

Table 2: Results obtained for different "complex"

Figure 1 shows the behaviour of a thick satin weave "complex". The upper curve can be divided in two parts,
a linear deformation and a constraints plateau, typical for polyurethane foams. Results obtained for the
different "complex" tested are presented in (Table 2). Compressibility ratio is the best discriminator for
"complex"; it can also be noticed that compression energy is linked with "complex" thickness (knitting).
STUDY OF RESONANT FREQUENCY VARIATION

PVDF sensors are usually used for pressure measurement but are sensitive to the electrical environment. In
case of textiles, the sensor should be able to detect very low stresses. A high amplification is therefore
necessary to study charge variation of the sensor.
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Figure 2: Experimental device using a polymer sensor

Figure 3: Phase variation vs. pressure applied for the
"complex" tested

In order to develop a new sensor, use of PVDF in resonant frequency mode [4] could be interesting to
measure induced stresses in "complex". It has been demonstrated that resonator shows a linear variation of
its resonant frequency according to load applied. Moreover, phase decreases linearly versus resonant
frequency.
The sensor is connected with an impedance/gain phase analyzer. A vertical load is applied on the sensor
area confined in the fabric, (maximum 3.5 kPa). For each load applied the maximal phase at sensor resonant
frequency is recorded on the analyzer (Figure 2).
Results obtained show that sensor phase variation at resonant frequency is linear according to pressure
applied, even if the "complex" behaviour in compression is close to polyurethane foam behaviour. The
curves slopes can easily be discriminated (Figure 3). The less important slope is obtained for the “complex”
with higher compressibility ratio; the resonance might be more damped. A variation of 2°/Pa maximum for
the slope of the curve phase = f(pressure) between the different series can be noticed (i.e. 4 % error).
STUDY OF CHARGE VARIATION

Studies on polyurethane foam have met our interest [5]. In fact, foams compressed under vertical load
should not present lateral deformations. A study of charge variation could confirm this hypothesis. The
sensor inserted in the fabric is connected with a high impedance differential amplifier in order to eliminate
electrical noise. Charge generated under constraint is recorded via a digital oscilloscope (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Charge measurement method
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Data are processed with EZ-Data software (curve fitting and integration), and charge value is
calculated, knowing circuit resistance amplification gain (Figure 5).
Force applied is given by formula F = Q with d33=15.7 pC/N for ISL PVDF sensors.
d33

First measurements were achieved with a mass of 220 g i.e. 0.01 kPa. The mean mass on ten
recordings is of 217 g ± 60 g, which corresponds to mass applied.
AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATION

Early studies in passive security are oriented on "smart" airbags development, able to adjust
airbag pressure which has to depend on passenger morphology and positioning. Airbags are
really efficient but present a number of hazards, particularly when car occupant is "out of position"
[6].The necessity of information about car occupant could be obtained by inserting sensors in car
seat. An instrumented fabric could be used to detect passenger occupancy and to weigh him.
Depending on these information, airbags will be disconnected, partially or totally inflated.Taking in
account results obtained by metrology methods developed, perspectives can be evaluated. Study
of charge variations is more adapted to detect passenger occupancy. In fact, signal generated is
important but reproducibility is bad. On the contrary, resonant frequency variation is reproducible
and acute. This method should work to weigh car passenger.
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
The aim of the study is to design a sensor able to measure induced stresses in textiles. The study
has been focused on seat cover fabrics, to make sensor insertion easier. Two metrology methods
have been tested, study of charge variation and study of phase variation at sensor resonant
frequency. Results obtained by both measurement methods are really interesting. Study of
charge variation allows high sensitivity measurement, and study of phase variation is linear and
reproducible.
In a second step we will have to confirm that the foam has no lateral deformation, and the link
between “complex” compressibility ratio and curve slope.

[1] BAUER F., IEEE Transactions on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control, 47, 1448-1458 (2000)
[2] BAUER F., Method and device for polarizing ferroelectric materials, US Patent 4, 611, 260 (1986)
nd
[3] KAWABATA S., The standardization and Analysis of Hand Evaluation, 2 edition, Hand Evaluation and
Standardization Committee, Text. Mach. Soc. Japan, Osaka (1980)
[4] NGAMALOU L., BENECH P., CHAMBEROD E., BAH S., Static pressure transducer using PVDF, Ferroelectric
Polymer Shock and Dynamic Sensor Workshop, ISL, Saint-Louis (1994)
[5] BOUCHOU A., GONTIER C., VINOT C., Modélisation du comportement en compression d'une mousse phénolique,
Matériaux & Techniques, N° 11-12 (1999)
[6] BOVERIE S., DEVY M., LERASLE F., Comparison of structured light and stereovision sensors for new airbag
generations, Control Engineering Practice, Vol. 11, pp 1413-1421 (2003)
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CONSIDERATIONS OF ROPE DESIGN IN FIRE FIGHTING RESCUE
APPLICATIONS
Michael Daughters
Danielle Stenvers
Rafael Chou
Samson Rope Technologies
2090 Thornton St.
Ferndale WA, 98248

The use of Aramid fibers in high temperature applications has been popular since their
inception. With high critical temperature and engineering properties intrinsic to Aramid
fibers, rope manufacturers have been using these fibers with much success in a variety of
applications.
Engineers at Samson Rope Technologies are experiment the possibility of using aramid fiber
rope technology in rescue applications at high ambient temperatures, e.g., escape from
multiple story burning buildings. While the aramid rope retains strength at high
temperatures, the high modulus (low stretch) properties provide a unique challenge in
designing the dynamic response of the rope.
We have designed and conducted a series of tests to describe the static, thermal and dynamic
properties of 100% aramid ropes, creating a database and understanding of the rope behavior
under both temperature and load. The knowledge extracted from these studies is critical in
designing a suitable rescue system for the application.
The results of the findings are presented and discussed in this paper.
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Electrospinning of Quantum Dot Nanocomposite Fibers
Heejae Yang1, Hui Li2, Wei-Heng Shih2, Frank Ko1,2
School of Biomedical Engineering, Science and Health System1
Department of Materials Sciences and Engineering2
Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA

A new type of fluorescent fibrous composite material ranging several hundred nanometers to
less than less than a micrometer consist of quantum dots and polymer has been successfully
processed by the electrospinning process.
The quantum dots are single crystals that posses unique electrical and optical properties.
Especially quantum dots offer several advantages over organic dyes traditionally used for cell
labeling. Unlike fluorescent dye, the emission and excitation wavelength of quantum dots do
not overlap and the optical properties is controllable by changing the size of quantum dots. The
emission light intensity is higher than the fluorescence dye. Also, it shows high stability over a
period of time. The design of this new hybrid quantum dot/nanofiber technology opens the
door to many applications including drug delivery, scaffold for tissue engineering and security
device.
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2-D Fluid Dynamics in Yarn Package Dyeing
Dong Joo Lee1, Jong Hoon Kim2, Sung Chul Yi1, Sung Hoon Jeong2
Department of Chemical Engineering, College of Engineering, Hanyang University,
Seoul, Korea
2
Department of Fiber & Polymer Engineering, College of Engineering, Hanyang University, Seoul,
Korea
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Knit fabrics are very stylish and flexible, which consists of the various yarns. To make
some knit fabrics, therefore, the levelness of yarn is one of the important properties. It is well
known that the fluid dynamic behavior in the yarn dyeing machine greatly affects the levelness
of the yarn package dyeing. In real dyeing process, dyers change the shape of the yarn package
to achieve the levelness.
Although a flow model should include a correlation between package density and
permeability, we simplify the model without the consideration of them, to optimize the angle
A of the yarn package. Because the focus of this study is just to understand the effect of angle
A on the dynamic flow behavior in yarn package dyeing.

Fig. 1. Geometry of yarn package.
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Extensive applications of textile materials consisting of fabric, yarn and fiber are largely
dependent on the mechanical properties, and textile material with specified properties is
selected to meet requirements of special application, which necessitate quantitative
measurement and characterization. In practical application, textile material behaves
combination action of multiple mechanical properties; thereof, it is necessary in future to
develop an apparatus measuring multiple properties through a single testing in situ, especially
for the high performance fibers and fiber products.
Thereof, many corresponding apparatuses have been developed and can be divided into three
categories, which focuses on measuring the bending, friction, tensile, compression, shear and
weight properties of textile materials.
One principle is to obtain single property through single test. The principle (briefly called
SPST) is very convenient and routine, such as, the Instron tensile instrument, compression
meter. For multi-mechanical properties measurements, it needs to cut more specimens, to
change measuring unit or even apparatus, which is time-consuming, and to cut many
specimens and to increase cost of instruments.
The second principle is capable of measuring multiple properties through multiple tests; the
principle (briefly MPMT) is actually the SPST principle from the measurement principle. The
typical and commercially popular instruments are KES-F (Kawabata’s Evaluation System for
Fabrics) and FAST (Fabric Assurance by Simple Testing). The formal system includes four
apparatuses and measures six basic mechanical properties, which includes tensile, shear,
bending, compression, friction and surface coarse. The

latter system includes four apparatuses and measures four basic mechanical properties, which
includes compression, bending, tensile, shear, and size stability. Both systems are accurate and
effective in measuring the above mechanical properties and characterizing the handle of
fabrics, however, the two systems are very expensive, time-consuming and not all suitable for
the measurement of fabric and yarn based on the same measurement principle and the same
sample, for example, it is obvious that the KES-FB2 bending tester is not suitable for yarn
because it is based on the pure horizontally pure bending in principal, while the FAST-2
bending meter based on the cantilever bending in principal easily results in deviations from the
effect of the free end of yarn.
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The third principle is briefly named MPST that can measure multiple properties through single
test based on the same apparatus through single test by one apparatus in situ based on the same
measuring principle and the same sample for textile material.
The corresponding apparatus based on the MPST in principle can improve the reproduction,
stability, in situ and is helpful to better conduct analytical investigation and comparison
between corresponding mechanical properties of fabric, yarn and fiber. An apparatus base on
the MPST in principle was developed and could be used to measure weight, bending, friction,
and tensile (or shear) behaviour, and can be utilized to characterize the handle properties of
textile materials (briefly called CHS-FY).
The fundamental structure of CHS-FY system and the curve of distance and force are
illustrated in Fig. 1. The apparatus composed of a pair of jaws, a fixed pin connecting to
sensor, and the bi-U-shaped pins connecting to sensor. The measuring procedure of the
CHS-FY system can be divided into five steps. The first step is non-touching movement of the
bi-U-shaped pins, that is “I” region. The second step is the movement of the bi-U-shaped pins
touching to the sample, but not touching to the fixed pin, thus the dominant action of the step
“II” is to weight the sample. Step “III” is called bending because the sample begins bending
due to the actions of both the bi-U-shaped pins and the fixed pin. The bending range of III is
from three points touching to the maximum bending force in physics. When bending force
reaches maximum, the sample passes out the bi-U-shaped pins and starts to slip under
overcoming friction, so that “IV” step takes into action and is called friction step, and stops at
the sample stretching. If the sample begins stretching, it is called stretching step “V”, so that
the tensile modulus can be derived from the tangent with the maximum slope.

The characteristic obtainable parameters of the system are the pulling-out force and the
distance. The distance is calculated through the speed of the bi-U-shaped pins and the
sampling frequency; the force in a whole deformation is recorded with the shift of the
bi-U-shaped pins as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Fundamental structure (left) of CHS-FY system and curve of distance and force(right).
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Table 1. The measurement of fabrics using the CHS-FY system.
Tensile modulus
# Weight Bending rigidity Frictional force
(cN·cm2)
(cN)
(cN/cm)
(g /·m2)
1 299
0.149
1.82
0.17
301
2
0.254
2.55
0.18
3 234
0.142
1.26
0.09
4 296
0.306
2.31
0.2

The measured results shown in Table1 indicate that characteristic parameters, i.e. linear
density or the weight per square meter, bending, friction and tensile properties, can be
evaluated by means of the Force-distance curve. It shows that the approach by using the
CHS-FY presented in the paper is feasible and accurate, and can achieve the bending rigidity,
frictional force, tensile modulus and sample linear density of textile materials in-situ by the
MPST principle.
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Water-Repellent Treatment on Military Uniform Fabrics

Physiological and Comfort Implications
Phil Gibson, AMSRD-NSC-SS-MS
U.S. Army Soldier Systems Center, Natick, MA 01760-5020
Water-repellent treatments based on nanotechnology approaches were evaluated for fabrics
used in the production of military uniforms [1]. Various performance properties such as
hydrostatic head (resistance to liquid water penetration), liquid spray repellency, fabric
breathability/air permeability, and fabric pore size were measured before and after laundering.
The purpose of this testing was to ensure that the water-repellent treatment didn’t impact the
breathability or air permeability of the fabric.
Many durable water-repellent (DWR) treatments, if applied too heavily, can close off the
fabric pores and reduce vapor diffusion or convective flow through the fabric. Two of the
water-repellent treatments had good durability to laundering. One treatment had very poor
durability, and lost all its water-repellent properties after 20 laundering cycles. The
Quarpel-treated control fabric performed better than any of the experimental treatments. None
of the water-repellent treatments significantly affected the breathability, air flow resistance, or
pore size of the control fabric.

Soldiers’ duty and combat uniforms can be made water-resistant and retain the same air
permeability and “breathability” properties as the untreated wicking fabric. Several questions
arose as a result of this work. What are the physiological implications of changing the uniform
fabric from a wicking fabric to a non-wicking fabric? Will the fabric still be comfortable when
a soldier is sweating heavily? Will liquid sweat now remain on the skin underneath the fabric,
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and is this bad or good? Following a separate field trial using combat uniforms with and
without a DWR treatment, it was found that these treatments decreased the comfort of the
uniform in hot environments (the fabrics performed well in cold or temperate conditions).
The differences between the comfort of the standard uniform and those treated with the DWR
are probably not due to intrinsic differences in the air permeability or the water vapor diffusion
resistance (breathability) of the fabric. It is more likely that the non-wicking behavior of the
fabric was responsible for perceived comfort differences, per comments from the field trial,
and by analysis of fabric wicking/comfort properties.
Modeling of a wicking versus a nonwicking fabric, using the military uniform fabric as the test
case, had been examined previously [2, 3]. A physiological simulation of an exercising human
was combined with a fabric model that accounts for heat transfer, sorption, diffusion, and
liquid water transport through the fabric structure. For the wicking fabric (untreated uniform
fabric), the modeling approach assumed a very high liquid permeability and very high
capillary pressures, which cause any liquid sweat at the skin surface to be quickly distributed
within the free porosity of the fabric. This allows us to look at two different clothing materials
that are identical in all their properties except that one material will wick sweat away from the
skin surface, while the other does not allow wicking through its structure. For the nonwicking
case, the liquid sweat remains on the skin, but it is allowed to evaporate based on the local skin
temperature, vapor pressure, and local relative humidity gradient. For the wicking fabric, when
liquid sweat is present, wicking effects quickly overwhelm any of the other transport
properties (such as diffusion), due to the evaporation of liquid water within the clothing, and
the increase in thermal conductivity of the porous textile matrix due to the liquid water that
builds up within the clothing layers. An example is shown in Figure 1 for the case of a wicking
versus a nonwicking fabric, when a human goes from a light work rate (20 Watt/m2) to a
heavy work rate (200 Watt/m2) for 1 hour, and then back to a light work rate. Environmental
conditions in both cases are air temperature of 30°C and relative humidity of 65%.

The model run in Figure 3 shows that there are some differences in the two fabrics, particularly
in the skin temperature and in the fabric temperature. The wicking fabric becomes saturated
quickly, and transports liquid quickly through its structure (as shown in accompanying
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experimental drying measurements in Fig. 4). The nonwicking fabric doesn’t soak up water,
and the temperatures of the fabric and of the skin remain higher. Perhaps the nonwicking
fabric in this case will feel less comfortable. However, the important physiological parameter
for heat stress (core temperature) remains equivalent, so this is more a matter of perceptible
comfort, rather than differences in heat strain potential between the two fabrics.
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Fiber processing and characterization
of biodegradable polyarylates

Seung-uk Yoo, Michael Jaffe, Joseph J. Rafalko

The poly (Desaminotyrosyl-tirosine alkyl ester) is a biodegradable polymeric biomaterial
derived from one of the amino acids, tyrosine, which varies its properties by altering the length
of the aliphatic group in the backbone and side chain. The substitution of aliphatic chain is to
give more flexibility to the polymer and improve its processibility. In this study, the shortest
and the longest aliphatic chain polyarylates were selected in the combinatorial polymer series
and spun to fiber using classical melt spinning method for the repair of ACL (anterior cruciate
ligament), one of the potential biomedical applications. The spun fibers were characterized by
thermal analysis, optical microscopy, XRD and FTIR. The molded films were also
characterized for the comparison of the difference of process effect on the morphological
behavior. The result showed the polyarylate which has a longest aliphatic chain had totally
different properties regarding the trend of the properties as a function of the length of aliphatic
chain in the chemical structure. The complex structural behaviors observed in the polyarylates
and the process-structure relationships are discussed.
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Testing the Tissue-holding Capacity of Barbed Sutures
Nilesh P. Ingle and Martin W. King
College of Textiles, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695-8301
Introduction
In order for conventional surgical sutures to be used as wound closure materials or for
theapproximation of tissues, they need to be secured by tying the ends in a knot either
together orseparately. Once formed the knot serves to concentrate the stresses applied to the
suture andbecomes the location most frequently associated with suture failure. The
functional/mechanical performance of a suture in combination with tissue is therefore
measured in terms of its knot security force. Knotted sutures have several additional
disadvantages. They do not allow the applied stresses to be evenly distributed along the
length of the suture. This can lead to the constriction of blood flow, distortion of tissue, a more
intense inflammatory response, which inturn can lead to delayed wound healing and scar
formation (1). In an attempt to overcome these difficulties a knotless suture has been
proposed. It consists of amonofilament suture with oblique projections or barbs cut in both
directions along and around itssurface. These projections are designed to interact
mechanically with surrounding tissue along the entire length of the suture, thus distributing the
tissue holding forces over a larger area, reducing tissue distortion and improving the in vivo
healing performance (2, 3). So far this technology has been applied to resorbable sutures
manufactured from polydioxanone monofilaments. They are claimed to have advantages over
conventional sutures particularly in cosmetic and plastic surgery, due to a faster surgical
technique, secure closure of wounds with no complications caused by dehiscence, and
minimal scar formation. This technology has not yet been applied to other monofilaments and
polymeric sutures.
Objective
The primary objective of this study was to develop an in vitro test method that would
demonstrate and quantify the in vivo tissue holding capacity of barbed sutures. In addition, a
secondary objective was to evaluate the relative effectiveness of applying this barbed suture
technology to monofilaments spun from a variety of permanent and resorbable polymers.

Materials
The following seven different types of monofilament sutures were included in the study. Four
were resorbable, namely, 1) 60%/26%/14% polyglycolic acid (PGA) /
polytri-methylene-carbonate (PTMC) / poly-1,4-dioxane-2-one (PDO) (Biosyn), 2)
67.5%/22.5% poly-glycolic acid (PGA) / polytrimethylene-carbonate (PTMC) (Maxon), 3)
75%/25% polyglycolic acid (PGA) / polycaprolactone (PCL) (Monocryl), and 4) 100%
poly-p-dioxanone (PDS II), whereas the other three were permanent materials, that is, 5)
100% nylon 6 (Ethilon)1, 6) 100% polytetramethylene terephthalate (Novafil), and 7) 100%
isotactic polypropylene (Prolene). All of them had a suture size of 1 or 0, which means their
diameters ranged from 380∝m to 460∝m.
Methods
Barbs were formed by making cuts with a standard micro-machining blade in the surface of the
“as received” monofilaments while they were in a twisted configuration (3). Then on untwisting
the monofilaments, the barbs were created in the form of a helix along their entire length. The
same barb geometry was used for all 7 types of suture, that is, with a cut angle of 160 + 3
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degrees, cut depth of 0.16 + 0.02 mm and cut length of 0.49 + 0.01 mm. Figure 1 shows a
magnified image of a barbed suture after cutting.

Figure 1: Image analysis of barb geometry

A novel tissue pullout test was designed in order to quantify the suture/tissue holding capacity.
Given the difficulty in obtaining tissue material with uniform thickness and isotropic mechanical
properties, a chamois leather product was selected as a tissue
simulant. Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the barbed suture within the thickness of the
tissue simulant. The curved geometry was chosen to reproduce the in vivo configuration of the
suture. The distance, D = 1.3 cm, was the diameter of the curved needle. The bottom of the
tissue simulant was clamped and held stationary in an MTS mechanical tester, while the
suture was held by an upper capstan clamp and stressed by the crosshead movement.
Tensile tests were also performed on unbarbed sutures in order to quantify the effect of the
barbs on the tissue holding capacity.

Figure 2: Suture/Tissue Pullout Test Method Figure

3: Results of Suture/Tissue Pullout Force

In an attempt to explain the different behaviors of the sutures in the tissue pullout test in terms
of the polymer’s fine structure, we performed x-ray diffraction analysis with an Omni ATPS
XRD 1000 system, and differential scanning calorimetry on a Perkin Elmer Diamond DSC
analyzer.
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Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows that the average results for the barbed and unbarbed suture/tissue pullout
force. The error bars correspond to one standard error. Clearly the presence of the barbs had
a significant effect on increasing the suture’s ability to mechanically hold tissue. The reason
why Ethilon sutures gave values above 2000 g, while Novafil sutures gave values below 1400
g is not entirely clear. Analysis of the x-ray diffraction patterns and the DSC data indicate that
smaller crystal size in the polymer’s fine structure may be associated with higher tissue
holding forces.
Conclusions
The novel suture/tissue pullout test method described in this study has been able to
demonstrate successfully that the incorporation of barbs along a monofilament suture’s
surface significantly increases the suture pullout force. In addition, the study has shown that
this technology can be applied to a variety of different suture materials, and that the resulting
suture pullout force can vary between different types of polymer. Further studies are
continuing to explain the reason forthese differences.
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Carbon Nanotube Reinforced Recombinant Spider Silk
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Spider dragline silk is an ideal model of strong and tough material. Progress in
biotechnology, notably by NEXIA BIOTECHNOLOGIES, has made large-scale production of
recombinant (rc) spider silk proteins (BIOSTEEL®) a real possibility. In this process,
transgenic goats secrete in their milk the rc-dragline spider silk proteins MaSpI or MaSpII
which are then isolated from milk. While the biotechnology approach to large scale
manufacturing of spider silk is promising, the strength of the rc-spider silk fibers is far from
satisfactory in spite of its high elongation. In this paper, we studied feasibility of carbon
nanotubes as a reinforcing material to strengthen rc-spider silk. Single walled carbon
nanotubes (CNT) were dispersed in rc-spider silk and processed by electrospinning to generate
aligned and random nanofibers. Aligned silk composite of MaSpI and 1% SWNT showed a
10X increase in modulus, 5X increase in strength and 3X in toughness compared to
electrospun MaSpI alone. Preliminary study with human chondrosarcoma cells (ATCC
HTB94) proved that nanofibers with 1% SWNT supported cell attachment and proliferation.

Figure 1: Tensile properties of aligned MaSp1 with and without CNT. A) Shows the
stress-strain curve calculated from the average of five samples and B) presents the average
values of modulus, maximum stress and elongation at break showing close to ten fold increase
in tensile modulus and four fold increase in tensile strength at the expense of 50% reduction of
elongation at break with the introduction of 1% by weight of single wall carbon nanotube. The
toughness of the reinforced silk was doubled thus showing the potential for a strong and tough
fiber.
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FIBER IMAGE ANALYSIS SYSTEM (FIAS)
Bugao Xu
University of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78712
(512) 471-7226, bxu@mail.utexas.edu

The FIAS is a customized microscopic image analysis system for automatic, high-volume
measurements of fiber geometric attributes. The major components of the FIAS include a
zoomable microscope, a high resolution camera, a motorized stage, a pneumatic fiber
cutter/spreader, and image analysis software (Figure 1). FIAS offers two basic functions:
longitudinal analysis and cross-sectional analysis of fibers.

Figure 1. FIAS
The longitudinal analysis scans a fiber transversely along its axis, and provides the
measurements of fiber diameter/width, diameter distribution, blend ratio of two different fibers,
cotton maturity, cotton dead fiber ratio, etc. Prior to the analysis, fibers are cut into 0.5mm
snippets, and spread onto a microscope slide using the pneumatic fiber
cutter/spreader. The fiber snippets on the slide are consecutively imaged and measured as the
slide is automatically shifted by the motorized stage. Proprietary computer algorithms include
fiber axis calculation, double transverse scans, false scan prevention, dead fiber detection, and
cotton maturity calculation. It is expected to measure up to 50,000 fiber scans per slide, which
are sufficient for reliable statistic analysis.
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Longitudina

Figure 2. Analysis of Fiber Longitudinal Images
The cross-sectional analysis provides feature measurements including fiber perimeter, area,
equivalent diameter, and shape factors (circularity). For hollow fibers, such as cotton and
medullated animal fibers, the wall thickness, maturity or medullation can be measured. For
multi-lobal fibers, such as trilobal nylon fibers, the modification ratio can be measured.
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Figure 3. Analysis of Fiber Cross-sectional Images
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The specifications of the major components of FIAS are elaborated as follows:
1. Customized microscope. It is a monocular microscope that has a varying zoom from
2.5x to 10x, yielding a spatial resolution of 0.78 to 3.02 pixels/um.
2. Motorized microscope stage and the driver circuit. The stage was designed to
sequentially position a sample slide at up to 1000 positions. The speed, step, and stops
that govern the movements of the stage can be adjusted on the computer screen.
Between two stops, the computer measures the diameters and other important
properties of fibers in the image. The stage is a major device that permits the
automation of high volume measurements of fiber fineness.
3. Fiber cutter and spreader. These devices were designed to reduce the time for
preparing a sample slide for longitudinal measurements. The fiber cutter cuts fibers
into 0.5mm segments, and the spreader uniformly distributes fiber segments on a
slide. The slide can be then directly placed on the microscope stage. The new spreader
tremendously shortens the sample preparation time and warrants much more uniform
spreading than the previously used ones.
4. Fiber image processing software. The software was developed to enhance the quality
and transfer the forms of fiber images so that they are suitable for feature extractions.
The algorithms include contrast-stretching, background-leveling, FFT filtering,
watershed segmentation, and skeleton-based segmentation. Of these, the
skeleton-based segmentation is a novel algorithm developed for autonomous
separations of fiber cross sections. An appropriate separation of touching fibers is the
most important step in the cross-sectional measurements. Compared to other
separation algorithms used, the skeleton-based segmentation is more time-efficient
and reliable.
5. Fiber feature extraction software. It includes the functions for both longitudinal and
cross-sectional measurements of most natural and synthetic fibers. Longitudinally,
fibers are scanned along their axes at a certain interval, and the projected width
(fineness) is measured at each scanning point. For cotton fibers, fiber convolution
(related to maturity) can be also measured. The specific scanning algorithm can detect
touching/crossing fibers and extraneous objects so that false measurements are
avoided. From a cross-sectional image, features such as fiber perimeter, area,
equivalent diameter, and shape factors (circularity) can be measured. For hollow
fibers, such as cotton and medullated animal fibers, wall thickness, maturity and
medullation can be measured. The functions for cross-sectional measurements are
also extended to include synthetic fibers with circular, elliptical, triangular and
trilobal shapes (e.g., nylon, polyester).
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Eco-friendly Durable Press Finishing for Silk
and Their Characteristics
Jong Hoon Kim, Soon Chul Kwon, Sung Hoon Jeong
Department of Fiber & Polymer Engineering, College of Engineering,
Hanyang University, Seoul, Korea

Silk is one of the most desirable and luxurious textile materials because of its excellent
properties such as handle or luster that distinguish them from other fibers. However, it has
some minor textile performances such as crease recovery, dimensional stability, rubbing
reisistance, photo-yellowing stability, etc. During the past three decades, graft
copolymerization of the protein fibers with vinyl monomers was interested to increase their
crease recovery property due to very low wet resiliency.
Crease resistant finishes for silk could be separated roughly into two groups based on
whether they contained formaldehyde or not. Trimethylol melamine, thiourea formaldehyde
and hydroxymethyl methacrylamide are some examples of formaldehyde containing finishes.
Non-formaldehyde agents include epoxides, glutaraldehyde, dibasic acid anhydrides, and
polycarboxylic acids.
1,2,3,4-butanetetracarboxyic acid (BTCA) has low volatility, no odor, low skin irritation,
as well as low oral and dermal toxicity in animal tests so that it will be the alternative of
formaldehyde containing durable press (DP) finishing agents such as dimethyloldihydroxy
ethylenurea (DMDHEU), the most popular finishing agent.
Sodium hypophosphite (SHP) is widely used as an effective catalyst for the esterification
reaction of silk with BTCA. But their commercial applications as catalyst in textile processing
are limited because their reductive nature and the effluents containing phosphorus cause
eutrophication in rivers and lakes.
In this study, therefore, we examine the feasibility of nonphosphorous catalyst with citric
acid (CA), propane-1,2,3-tricarboxylic acid (PTCA) and BTCA for the DP finishing of silk,
including sodium acetate (SA), sodium propionate (SP) and sodium butyrate (SB) as the
alternatives to SHP. In addition, we discuss their annexed effects as
an alternative to the traditional mineral method by using tin phosphate and silicate for
increasing the silk weight to compensate for the loss resulting from the degumming process.
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Synthesis and Hydrophilicities of Poly(trimethylene
2,6-naphthalate)/Poly(ethylene glycol) Copolymers
Jun Sik Son, Cheol Soo Yoon, Se Hee Kim, Dong Sun Ji
Department of Textile Engineering, Dankook University, Seoul 140-714, Korea

1. Introduction
Poly(trimethylene 2,6-naphthalate) (PTN) can be prepared by the transesterification of
dimethyl-2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylate (2,6-NDC) with 1,3-propanediol (PDO) followed by a
polycondensation stage to form a high molecular weight polymer. The chemical structure of
PTN can be described by the replacement of the ethylene glycol component of poly(ethylene
2,6-naphthalate) (PEN) with PDO. In recent years, PTN has been studied extensively in terms
of its polymerization kinetics, rheological, and thermal properties1-3). However, to the best of
our knowledge, no studies have yet been conducted on the hydrophilic modifications of PTN.
Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) is a hydrophilic and nontoxic polymer with outstanding antistatic
and biocompatible properties. Moreover, it is used to improve the hydrophilicities of synthetic
polymers4-5). Thus, we considered that the hydrophilicity of PTN could be improved by
introducing PEG.
In this study, the transesterification and polycondensation were used to synthesize
PTN/PEG copolymers as a melt. In addition, we examined the effects of PEG contents (mol%)
and molecular weights on the hydrophilicities and thermal properties of the copolymers
produced
2. Experimental
2,6-NDC was purchased from Hyosung Co. (Seoul, Korea), and PDO and PEG were
purchased from Aldrich. The MWs of the PEGs used were 400, 900, and 2000 g/mol.
PTN/PEG copolymers were prepared by either changing PEG molecular weight
or PEG content in a two-step copolymerization process according to the procedure shown in
Figure 1. In the first step, oligomers were prepared with 2,6-NDC, PDO, and PEG using
tetraisopropyl orthotitanate as a catalyst by transesterification, and in the second step, these
oligomers were condensed to form polymers by condensation polymerization. The
transesterification was performed for 2h at 210 in a nitrogen atmosphere and the
condensation polymerization was performed at 260 for 2h under high vacuum condition.
1
H-NMR spectra were obtained using a Varian Gemini NMR spectrometer at
200 MHz. Copolymer thermal properties were examined using a differential scanning
calorimeter (DSC, TA2010) under a nitrogen atmosphere. Contact angles were measured using
a contact angle and surface tension analyzer (SEO, Phoenix 300).
3. Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows 1H-NMR spectra of pure PTN(A), pure PEG (MW 900) (B), and PTN/PEG
copolymer (C). 1H-NMR spectra of PTN/PEG copolymer exhibited the characteristic proton
peaks of pure PTN (a, b, e f), pure PEG (c), and P(TN-co-EG) (d). As judged from the NMR
data, the copolymerization was completed as expected.
Table 1 shows the thermal transition temperatures and contact angles of PTN/PEG
copolymers. The glass transition temperature (Tg), the cold crystallization temperature (Tcc),
and the melting temperature (Tm) of pure PTN were 80 , 165 , and 205 respectively. As
shown in table 1, the Tg, and Tcc of copolymers decreased on increasing content and PEG
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contents and molecular weights. We believe that these reductions were due to increased
flexibility and mobility of copolymer chains caused by the introduction of flexible PEG chains.
Moreover, the Tm’s of copolymer reduced on increasing PEG contents and molecular weights,
because of the influence of PEG component on the crystallization of PBN.
The hydrophilicity of PTN/PEG copolymer was determined using contact angle
measurement. As shown in table, the contact angle of pure PTN was 72 °, which is in accord
with the higher hydrophobicity of pure PTN. The contact angles of PTNG 900 ~ PTNG 2000
copolymers ranged from 50 ~ 65 ° and were about 7 ~ 22 ° lower than that of pure PTN. It was
confirmed that the contact angles of the copolymers were greatly decreased on increasing PEG
contents and molecular weights.
4. Conclusion
PTN/PEG copolymers were synthesized by the two-step melt copolymerization process of
2,6-NDC with PDO and PEG. The effects of PEG contents (mol%) and molecular weights on
the thermal properties and hydrophilicities of copolymers were investigated.
We found that the copolymerization of PTN/PEG copolymer was completed by 1H-NMR
analysis. As PEG contents and molecular weights were increased, Tg, Tm, and Tcc of
copolymers decreased. The hydrophilicity as determined by contact angle measurement was
found to be significantly increased on increasing PEG contents and molecular weights.
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Figure 1. Synthetic scheme of PTN/PEG copolymer.
Figure 2. 1H-NMR spectra of pure PTN (A), PEG (MW 900) (B), and PTN/PEG copolymer(C).
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Table 1. Thermal transition temperatures and contact angles of PTN/PEG copolymers.
Sample codes

PTN
PTNG 400-10
PTNG 900-5
PTNG 900-10
PTNG 900-15
PTNG 900-20
PTNG 2000-5
PTNG 2000-10

PEG
(mol
%)
10
5
10
15
20
5
10

PEG
MW
(g/mol)
400
900
900
900
900
2000
2000

Tg ( )
80
45
38
15
-

Tcc ( ) Tm ( ) ΔHf (J/g)
165
119
96
71
49
46
60
37

205
189
196
185
175
160
195
188

13.9
31.6
34.2
23.0
23.6
15.3
21.1
13.6

Contact
angle
(degree)
72
71
65
63
62
59
61
50
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1. Introduction
Two polymers are used extensively for lamination films in breathable clothing, namely,
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and polyester/polyether copolymers. But these are not the only
available material at present, and membranes for lamination onto clothing fabric are being
developed from a variety of materials. Some examples are, perfluorosulfonated ionomers1),
co-poly(amide/ether)s2), polyetheretherketones3), polyethylene/CaCO34), acrylamide
copolymers5), and electrospun nanofiber webs are also being studied6). In the case of protective
clothing for firefighters, the membrane must withstand high temperatures and thus PTFE based
materials are used most widely. As an alternative, we are studying copolymers based on the
naphthalene dicarboxylic acid monomer whose heat resistance can be expected to be superior
to the terephthalic acid based poly(ether ester) copolymers7,8). In this study, results on the
synthesis and water vapor transport of poly(butylene 2,6-naphthalate) / poly(ethylene glycol),
(PBN/PEG), copolymers are presented.
2. Experimental
Dimethyl-2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylate (2,6-NDC) was kindly provided by Hyosung Co.
(Seoul, Korea), and 1,4-butanediol (BD) and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) were purchased from
Aldrich and used as-received. The number average molecular weights (Mn) of the PEGs were
400, 900, 2000, and 3400 g/mol. Tetrabutyl orthotitanate (Aldrich) was used as the
copolymerization catalyst. Analytical grades of deuterated chloroform and trifluoroacetic acid
(Aldrich) were used as 1H-NMR solvents.
PBN homopolymer and PBN/PEG copolymers were prepared by a two-step process. In the
esterification step, oligomers were prepared from 2,6-NDC, BD, and PEG using tetrabutyl
orthotitanate as a catalyst by heating for 3h at 210 in a nitrogen atmosphere. Then,
polycondensation of these oligomers was carried out under vacuum of 0.5 Torr for 2 h at 260 .
The PBN/PEG copolymers thus prepared were pushed out of the reactor with N2 gas and
quenched in water to prepare chips.
1
H-NMR spectra were obtained using a 200 MHz Varian Gemini NMR spectrometer.
Samples were dissolved in a mixed solvent of deuterated chloroform and trifluoroacetic acid
(70/30, w/w) containing tetramethylsilane as an internal reference. Thermogravimetric analysis
of the copolymers were carried out to evaluate the thermal stability of the copolymers at a
scanning rate of 20 /min under nitrogen atmosphere. PBN/PEG copolymer films for
determining water vapor transport properties were prepared by melt casting at 280 and
quenching in ice water. Film thicknesses were 30~50 . The water vapor transmission of the
copolymers were measured by the upright cup method at 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40 and 60 .
3. Results and Discussion
The schematic structure of the PBN/PEG copolymers in Figure 1 shows the incorporation of
the PEG segment in the polymer chain. The number of NDC-PEG repeating unit y’ is generally
expected to be 1 since 10 mole percent of PEG was added based on the total diol added.
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H-NMR spectra of PBN, PEG and PBN/PEG(2000) copolymer in Figure 1 exhibit the
characteristic peaks of –CH2- adjacent to oxygen at 4.6 and 3.8 ppm for the PBN and PEG
segments. The actual composition of the copolymer calculated based on these peaks was
approximately 12.8 mole %, slightly higher than the feed composition of 10 mole % PEG. All
copolymers exhibited PEG contents in slight excess of the feed composition.
The TGA data in Figure 3 suggest that the thermal behavior of the PBN/PEG copolymers
are basically similar to the PBN homopolymer, although 12.8 mole % PEG corresponds to a
much higher amount based on weight. The temperature of 5% weight loss of the
PBN/PEG(2000) copolymer 381 is compared with 385 for PBN. The thermal stability of
the copolymer is sufficient to withstand temperatures in the excess of 200 required for
firefighter’s protective clothing.
The water vapor transmission of the PBN/PEG(2000) copolymer film determined by the
upright cup method were compared with an expanded PTFE TetratexTM film and poly(ester
ether) SympatexTM film of different thicknesses at 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40 and 60 . According to
Stroeks the MVTR of a poly(ether ester) breathable films generally show a linear increase with
the inverse of the film thickness7). Thus, to eliminate the effect of film thickness and compare
the film materials, the moisture vapor transmission rate (MVTR) in g/m2/day was multiplied by
the weight of the film per unit area in g/m2 then converted to per hour, as a first approximation.
The data for SympatexTM films show a roughly similar behavior irrespective of the film
thickness, suggesting that the approximation can be used, although inherent of some error. The
converted MVTR of the PBN/PEG copolymer approaches that of the PTFE film at higher
temperatures, suggesting that NDC based copolymers exhibit a potential for use in high
temperature protective clothing.
4. Conclusion
The poly(butylene 2,6-naphthalate)/poly(ethylene glycol) copolymer containing significant
amounts of PEG exhibit high thermal stability and water vapor transmission rates. The film
incurs only 5% reduction in weight at 381 , much higher than that requirement for firefighter
clothing. NDC based copolymers show a possibility as lamination film for high temperature
protective clothing.
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Preparation and characterization of polymer/sulfide composite fibers
Xiaofeng Lu and Ce Wang*
Alan G. MacDiarmid Institute, Jilin University, Changchun, 130012, P.R. China

The synthesis of semiconductor nanoparticles and 1D nanostructures has been attracted
many considerable interest because of potential exploitation for the preparation of solar cells,
photo-detectors, light-emitting diodes and switches.[1-4] However, in order to be used in
electroluminescent devices, incorporation of these nanoparticles or 1D nanostructures into
polymer matrices is a meaningful objective.[5] In this study, we introduced a facile method to
prepare poly (vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP)/sulfide composite fibers by electrospinning technique.
Firstly, we report PbS nanoparticles with diameter about 5 nm, well dispersed in polymer
fiber matrices, by this simple electrospinning method. Nanofibrous film was fabricated from a
PVP and lead acetate from an ethanol/H2O solution. Then the film was reacting with H2S gas
to obtain PVP/PbS composite fibers. SEM images showed that the film is composed of fibers
with a diameter from 100 nm to 900 nm. TEM images of the composite film are presented in
Figure 1a and b. These PbS nanoparticles are well dispersed, each having a diameter of
approximately 5 nm. Since some carbonyls of PVP units are bonded to the lead ions on the
particle surface after reacting with H2S, the compact polymer networks can prevent the PbS
particles from growing further after nucleation, resulting in their small size and uniform
dispersion. However, when we used cadmium acetate in stead of lead acetate to electrospun
the polymer solution, CdS nanorods were forming in the polymer fiber matrices. (Figure 1c
and d) Although the mechanism of the formation of CdS nanorods in the polymer fiber
matrices has not been investigated, it showed an extremely simple method to synthesize 1D
CdS nanostructures in polymer fiber matrices.
In the above method to synthesize sulfide nanoparticles and nanorods in polymer fiber
matrices, a lot of H2S gas was used, which is harmful to the environment. So we combined the
electrospinning technique and the sol method to prepared polymer/Ag2S composite fibers. In
this method, Ag2S sol formed in polymer solution firstly, then the sol solution was electrospun
to obtain well dispersed Ag2S nanospheres in polymer fiber matrices. (Figure 1 e and f)
In conclusion, three kinds of polymer/sulfide composite fibers can be prepared by
electrospinning and gas-solid reaction (for PbS and CdS) or sol chemistry method (for Ag2S).
TEM measurements proved that these sulfide nanoparticles or nanorods were well dispersed in
the polymer matrices, which is probably applicable to electroluminescent devices.
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Figure 1. TEM images of (a, b) PVP/PbS, (c, d) PVP/CdS, (e, f) PVP/Ag2S composite fibers.
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